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Unite to win still

gnerater vietories.

The enemy rots with every passing day, while for us things
are getting better daily.
*

is man's social being that determines his thinking. Once
the correct ideas characteristic of the advanced class are grasped
by the masses, these ideas turn into a material force which changes
society and changes the world.
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They [die-hards] always get the opposite of what they wanL
They invariably start by doing others harrn but end by ruining

themselves.
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Comrade

lin Piao $ends ilessage

to

Gomrade Beqlr Balluku
Most Wormly Greeting the 26th Anniversory of the Founding
of the Albonisn Feople's Army
Tirono

Vice-Ch,oirmon of the Council of Ministers ond
Minister of Defence of the People's Republic of
Albonio

Deor Comrode Beqir Bolluku:
On the occasion of the 26th anniversary of the
founding of the heroic Albanian People's Army, the
Chinese people and the Chinese People's Liberation
Army, imbued with profound feelings of proletarian
internationalism, extend their warmest greetings to the
fraternal Aibanian people and the Albanian People's
Arrny.

The Albanian People's Army is a heroic army of
the people. In the past 26 years, under the wise leadership of the Albanian Party of Labour headed by the
great Marxist-Leninist Comrade Enver Hoxha, the AIbanian Peopie's Arrny, uniting closely with the Albanian people, holding high the great revolutionary banner
of I',farxisnr-Lcnin ir, rn and displaying the thcroughgcing

revolutionary spirit of the proletariat, has ahvays
advanced from one victory to another with dauntiess
heroism and rvith head erect, v,.hether in the struggle
against the ItaLian and German fascist aggi'esscrs and
the class enemy at home or in the struggle against U.S.
imperialism, Soviet revisicnism and their lacke5.s.
Together rvith the Albanian people, the ALbanian People's Army has forged a red Albania in the fiames cf
revolutionary war and built the country intc a r-eC
bastion that can never be overwhelmed or desiroS'ed,
thus performing imrnoi'tal meritorious deeds for the
motherland and people.

The Albanian People's Army is a revolutionary
army with a high Ievei of political consciousness and a
reiiable piilar of the dictatorship of the proletariat in
Albania. In the course of the vigorous revolutionization
camparign of the Albanian peopie over the past few
years, the Albanian People's Army has resolutely carried
out a series of important directives issued by the Albanian Party of Labour and Comrade Enver Hoxha, adhered to the proletarian line on army building, given
prominence to proletarian politics, Strengthened the
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Party's leadership over the army, enhanced ideclogical
and political work, and forged closer ties betrveen officers and men as well as betrveen the army and the
people. As a result, a vigorous revolutionary atmcsphere
has prevailed throughout the army. As the gr:eat leader
of the Albanian peop}e Comrade Enver Hoxha pointed
out, the Albanian People's Army "is one of the most
important weapons of the dictatorship of the prolelariat,
is the beloved army of the workers and peasants, of all
the rvorking masses of our country."
The great leader of the Chinese people Chairman
Mao pointed out: "?he world revolution has entered a
gr'eat nelv era" and "a new historical period of struggle
against U.S. iraperialism and Soviet revisionism has
begun." Heavily battered by the surging revolutionary
movements of the proletariat and the peoples all. over
the world, U.S. imperialism and Soviet re',,isionist
social-imperialism are bogged down in political and
economie crises and beset wi.th difficulties both at home
and abroad and find themselves in an impasse. They
collabcrate as well as contend with eaeh other and
g,ork hand in glove in doing all kinds of foui and evil
thir-rgs. Last year, the Soviet revisionist renegacie clique
d;spatched several hunctrred thousand trocps to
occupy Czechoslovakia. And this year, it carried out
armed provocations in China's Chenpao Island and cther
frontier areas of our country. Recently, the Soviet revisionist renegade clique siagle-handedly engineered a
sinister meeting in Moscow against communism, the
peopie and revolution, a meetiitg rvhieh rvas frantically
directed against China and Albania. The So.riet revisionist chieftain Brezhnev made rabid war cries at this
sinister meeting and so further revealed the hideous
features of Soviet revisionist social-imperiali.sm. U.S.
imperialism, Soviet revisionism and all reaction in the
world are paper tigers. No matter what ccunterrevolutionary trickery they are up to and no matter
how desperately they stnrggle, they can never escape
their doom. The revolutionary people of the v,'t.;rld -rill
never let them off. The torrents of revolution are
surging forward. The scheme of U.S. imperiali-<m and
Soviet revisionism to work in collusion to redivide the

\rorld between themselves is bound to fail, and the
revolutilrnarl' cause of the people of the rvorld is sure
to triunph.
The people of China and Albania and their armies
hare established a profound revolutionary friendship in
their cr.mmon struggle against U.S. imperialism, Soviet
rerisionism and all reaction. Tempered in the Great
Proietarian Cultural Revolution and inspired by the
spirit of the Ninth National Congress of our Party, the
Chinese people and the Chinese People's Liberation
Army will hold the great red banner of MarxismLeninisrn-Mao Tsetung Thought sti1l higher and always

unite with and fight alongside the Albanian people and
the Albanian People's Army. They will support, encourage and learn from each other and struggle together
to bury U.S. imperialism, Soviet revisionism and their
running dogs once for all. Victory definitely belongs
to the world's revolutionary people.

Lin Pioo,
Vice-Premier of the Stote Council ond
Minister of Notionol Defence of the
Feople's Republic of Chino

July 9, 1969

Wsrm Welcome to Pqkiston Government
Delegstion Led by Air Morshol
Nur Khon on lts Visit to Chino
IR Marshal Nur Khan, Member of the Pakistan
/I r President's Council of Administration, and the
Goodwill and Friendship Delegation of the Pakistan
Government he is leading arrived in Peking on the
afternoon of July 12 by special plane from Rawalpindi
on a friendly visit to China at the invitation of the
Chinese Government.

Air Marshal Nur Khan was accompanied by Mrs.
Nur Khan; Sultan M. Khan, Additional Foreign Secretary; Air Commodore K.M. Ahmed, Assistant Chief of
Staff of the P.A.F.; Nasrum Minalla, secretar5r of Air
Marshal Nur Khan; and Ahsan Rashid, adviser to Air
Marshal Nur Khan on labour and education.
Chou En-lai, Premier of the State Council; Huang
Yung-sheng, Chief of the General Staff of the Chinese
People's Liberation Army; Li Hsien-nien, Vice-Premier;
Wu Fa-hsien, Deputy Chief of the General Staff of the

P.L.A.: I{uo Mo-jo, Vice-Chairman of the Standing
Committee of the National People's Congress; and thousands of revolutionary people in the capital were at the
airport to extend a warm welcome to the distinguished
guests from the friendly neighbouring country Pakistan.

The national flags of China and Pakistan flew over
Peking Airport. Air Marshal Nur Khan and the
other distinguished Pakistan guests stepped down from
the plane amid the sound of drums and gongs and shouts
of "Long Live the friendship. between the people of China

and Pakistan!" Premier Chou En-lai and Chief of the
General Staff of the P.L.A. Huang Yung-sheng and
others walked up to greet the distinguished guests, shook
4

hands with ali of them and expressed a hearty welcome
to them.

Accomponied by Premier Chou En-lai and Chief
of the General Staff of the P.L.A. Huang Yung-sheng, Air
Marshal Nur Khan and other Pakistan friends walked
round to meet commanders and fighters of the three
services of the P.L.A., and thb capital's militiamen, Red
Guards and revolutionary people, who had come to greet
them. The welcorning crowds enthusiastically waved
the national flags of China and Pakistan and shouted:

"Resolutely support the Pakistan people in their
struggle to safeguard their national independence and
oppose foreign aggression!" "Resolutely support the
p--ople of Kashmir in their struggle for the right to national self-determination!" "Resolutely support the
Vietnamese people in carrying the war against U'S. aggression and for national salvation through to the end!"
"Resolutely support the Arab people and the people of
Palestinq in their struggle against U.S. imperialism and
Zionism!" "Resolutely support the people of Asia, Africa
and Latin America in their struggle against imperialism
and colonialism, and for winning and safeguarding their
national independence!" "Long live the great unity of
the people all over the world!" "Down with U.S. imperialism!" "Down with Soviet revisionist social-impe'
rialism!" "Long live the great victories of the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution!" "Long live great
Marxism-Leninisrn-Mao Tsetung Thought!" "Long live
the Pakistan people!" "Salute to President Yahya
Khan!" and "Long live Chairman Mao!"
On the evening of July 13, Premier Chou En-lai
gave a banquet in honour of Air Marshal Nur Khan and
the Pakistan Government Goodwill and Friendship
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aDeiegation he is leading, Among those present"were
Huang Yung-sheng, Chief of the General Staff of the
Chinese People's Liberation Army; Li Hsien-nien, VicePremierl Wu Fa-hsien, Deputy Chief of the General
Staff of the Chinese People's Liberation Army; and
Kuo Mo-jo, Vice-Chairman of the Standing Committee
of the National People's Congress.

Premier Chou En-lai and Air Marshal Nur Khan
(full texts of their speeches follou').

spoke at the banquet

That same day, Premier Chou En-Iai and Chief of
the General Staff Huang Yung-sheng held talks with Air
Marshal Nur Khan. The talks proceeded in a cordial

and friendly atmosphere.

Premier Chou En-lai's Speech
Your Excellency Respected Air Marshal Nur Khan,
Distinguished Guests from Pakistan,
Friends and Comrades,

We are very glad to hold this banquet here in
honour of His Excellency Air Marshal Nur Khan and
the other distinguished guests from Pakistan. Air Marshal Nur Khan has visited our country many times.and
made useful contributions to the promotion of SinoPakistan friendship. Air Marshal Nur Khan has now
come to our eountry again for a friendly visit on behalf
of the P*kistan Government. I hereby express warm
welcome on behalf of the Chinese Government and
people.

China and Pakistan are friendly neighbours. There
exists a profound traditional friendship between the two
peoples. In recent years, the friendly relations and cooperation between China and Pakistan have constantly
developed and grown stronger thanks to the joint ef-

forts of our two Governments and peoples. Both our'
countries have strictly abided by the five principies
of mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity, mutual non-aggression, non-interference in each
other's internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit and
peaceful coexistence and have opposed aggression and
interference by the imperialists and expansionists. The
facts prove that Sino-Pakistan friendship is in the fundamental interests of our two peoples and conducive to
the cause of unity of all peoples against imperialism.
Not long ago His Excellency President Yahya Khan solemnly stated that the Pakistan Government would continue to develop its friendly relations with China. This
expresses the good desire of the Pakistan Government
and people to safeguard and strengthen Sino-Pakistan
friendship. Together with the Pakistan Government
and people, the Chinese Government and people will,
as always, work for the further consolidation and development of the friendly relations and co-operation
between our two countries.
The Pakistan people have a glorious tradition of
opposing foreign aggression and oppression. In recent
years, the Pakistan Government and people, defying
brute force and persevering in struggle, have resisted
foreign aggression, interference and subversion and
victoriously defended their national independence and
state sovereignty. The Pakistan Government has adhered
to a foreign policy of independence and is playing an increasingly important role in international affairs. The
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Chinese Government and peoptre express admiration for

all this. Here I reaffirm on behalf of the Chin=se
Government and people our resolute support to the
Pakistan Government and people in their just str'.rggie
to safeguard state sovereignty and national dignit3' anC
oppose for.eign aggression and interference, and to the
Kashmiri people in their just struggle for the right to
self

-determination.

Comrades and friends ! The present international
situation is developing in favour of the world people.
The revolutionary struggles of the oppressed people and
nations of the world for liberation are deveioping
vigorously. Imperialism and social-imperialisrn are beset
with difficulties both at home and abroad and find
themselves in an impasse. Ifowever, as the Chinese
people's great leader Chairman Mao has pointed out:
"All reactionary forces on the verge of extinction invariably conduct desperate struggles." At present. the
U.S. imperialists and social-imperialists are stepping uo
their collusion and contention in pursuing their pcii:-:
of aggr'es-"ion and rvar in a r-ain anempt to doirrin:ie
and redilide ihe rr-orld.- Recentiy. in partlcular. tiey
have been running hither and thither in Asia ior a
series of scheming activities against China- agaiast the
people and against the revolution. The so<alled "Asian
collective security system" is a new step taken by socralimperialism in its intensified efforts to rig up a he'"v
anti-China military alliance. Flaunting the signboard
of "collective security," social-imperialism actual Iy aims
at aggression and expansion .against Asian countries,
trying to force them to abandon their sovereignty and
independence. In orde'r to realize this scheme, it has
put forward the so-called "regional economic co-operation" by taking advantage of Asian countries' desire to
develop their national economies, vai'nly attempting
thereby to lure them into its trap and gradually place
them within its spheres of influence. In so doing, socialimperidism is simply stepping into the shoes of U.S.
imperialism. This "trealy" and that "organization"
rigged up by U.S. imperialism in Asia over a decade
ago for opposing China and the people have fallen apart
and exist only in name. In repeating the same practice
today, social-imperialism will only meet with still more
ignominious failure. It is only natural and perfectly
just that the Pakistan people and the righteous world
opinion have recently exposed and rebutted its schemes.
Tempered through l,he Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution and armed with Mao Tsetung Thought, the
Chinese'people are determined to follow the teachings

of their great leader Chairman Mao to unite with the
revolutionary people of the whole world and with all
the countries and people subjected to imperialist and
social-imperielist aggression, control, intervention or
bullyng and, together with them, carry through to the
od the struggle against imperialism, social-imperialism
and their lackeys!
In c.onclusion, a1low me to express once again our
welcome to Air Marshal Nur Khan for his visit to China.
We wish him success in his visit:
Nowlproposeatoast

to the friendship between the peoples of China and
Pakistan,

to the health of His Excellency Yahya Khan, President of Pakistan,
to the health of Air Marshal Nur Khan and his wife,
to the health of the other friends from Pakistan,

to the health of the heads of diplomatic missions
and their wives present, and
to the health of all our friends and comrades
present here!

Air Marshat Nur Khan's Speech
Your Excellency, Respected Prime Minister,
Eicelleneies, Distinguished Guests, I"adies and
Gentlemen,

Your Excellency, first of all, I would like ts express
rny gratitude for the very kind words you said about
me personally and about my country.
Your Excellency,
I have the honour and pleasure of bringing to you
and to the people of your great country the greetings
and good wishes of the President and the people of
Pakistan. We are deeply touched by the warmth and
friendliness with rvhich we were received here. I\{ay I
take this opportunity of thanking Your Excellencl,-,
your Gover:rment and your people for this cordial welcome.

We in Pakistan have always had high regard and
admiration for our Chinese brethren. Our friendship is
not recent. We have had common experiences having
gone through long struggles to liberate our homelands.
Since independence of our two countries, r.e have
worked together for world peace. The amity between
our two countries which is based on mutual respect and
trust has grown over the years and has remained a constant factor in the affairs of a world which has seen
many changes and experienced many tensions.
Our friendship is not directed against anyone. We
do not seek conflict. On the other hand we desire settLement of aIl disputes by peaceful means. Yet we have

found ourselves engaged in conflicts in 1962 and 1965
wirich were not of our seeking. We have no territorial
claims and all that we seek is an implementation of
solemn international agreements particuiarly those that
affect the right of self-determi.nation of people. Pakistan is grateful for your firm and consistent support
to this principle which is a source of great strength to
the people of Jammu and Kashmir.
It is tragic that Israel still continues to enjoy the
fruits of its aggression. Pakistan firmly supports Arab
people's demand for withdrawal of Israel from all Arab
territories and the right of the people of Palestine for
their own homeland.
The basic tenets of Pakistan's foreign policy are
aimed at promotion of peace, preservation of her territorial integrity and sovereignty and economic and social
advancement of its people. We firmly support the prin6

ciple of peaceful settlement of disputes and implementation of solemn international undertakings and commitments based on fair play and justice.
We believe that effectiveness of United Nations will
remain limited so long as it denies the right of representation to over one-fifth of the world's population.
We categorically reject the fiction of two Chinas. We
have firmly supported and will continue our efforts
for the right of the People's Repubiic of China to be
represented in the United Nations.
Your Excellency, I am no stranger to your great
country. Over the years I have observed with admiration the gigantic efforts of your people towards national
development. I am convinced that your remarkable
economic development owes a great deal to the strong
moral fibre of the great Chinese nation and the brillia,nt
guidance of your great Ieader Chairman Mao Tsetung.
The people of Pakistan share your pride in the achievement of your great country in the field of nuclear
teehnology which further testifies to the zeal and dedication of your people and unique leadership provided
by Chairman Mao Tsetung.
We in Pakistan are also engaged in the challenging
task of national development and reconstruction. Our
government under the guidance of our President Genera.l Yahya Khan has attached high priority to effecting
much needed changes in the social and economic life
of our peopie. We are confident that this will greatly
facilitate constitutional processes.
Your Excellency, distinguished guests, ladies and
gentlemen, may I now request you kindly to join me in
a toast

tq the ever-growing and ever-lasting friendship
between China and Pakistan;
to the heaith and happiness of the great people of
China;

to the health of His Excellency Chairman Mao
Tsetung-may he live a long life;
to the health of His Exeellency Vice-Chairman Lin
Piao;
to the heaith of His Exeelleney Premier Chou En-Iai;

to the health of all

heads

of mission and their

wives;

to the health of all the distinguished

Chinese

present here.
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Grest Yictory for Moo Tsetung Thought
On Finonciol ond Monetory Front
Hsil Chino's Renminbi, One of the Few Exceptionolly
Stoble Currencies ln the World

by

Hung Yin-hang

rFHE world revolution has now entered a great new
I
Imperialism headed by the United States,
"ru.revisionism with the Soviet revisionist renemodern
gade clique as its centre, and

:lI

reactionaries are beset

by all kinds of contradictions and have been plunged
into political and economic crises. Faced with difficulties both at home and abroad, they find therriselves in
an impasse. The capitalist world's tottering financial
and monetary system is sinking fast and on the brink
of collapse. The financial and monetary situation in
the countries governed by modern revisionism is also
growing worse daiIy. By contrast, China's economy
is developing, the market is flourishing and prices are
stable. Our Renminbi* has become one of the few exceptionally stable currencies in the world. This fully
shows the unparalleled superiority of our socialist
system. This is a great victory for invincible
Mao Tsetung Thought.
Two Kinds of Currency, Two Kinds

of

Fote

"The enemy rots with every passing day, while for
us things are getting better daily." This is our great
leader Chairman Mao's brilliant thesis on the general
world trend. The present world financial and monetary situation also very vividly reflects this general historical trend. The two diametrically opposed social systems determine the different futures of the two kinds
of currency. The irremediable financial and monetary
crises in the capitalist world are inherent in a reactionary and decadent social system. China's Renminbi is
a new socialist currency. From its inception it has
taken a completely new stance in the world and fully
demonstrated its great strength.
The long-standing stability of our Renminbi finds
concentrated expression in the long-term stability of
market prices. On the basis of the rapid development
in industrial and agricultural production, retail prices
have remained stabie in our country since the founding of the People's @ublic. Grain, cloth, coal and
salt prices have beea stable, while prices for a wide
range of other daily necessities and other commodities
have basically remained stable. House rents, postal
*

Renminbi (RMB) is the legal tender of the Peo-

ple's Republic of China. The monetary unit is "yuan" and
its subsidiary units are "jiao" and "fen." One yuan is equal
to ten jiao, and one jiao is equal to ten fen.
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rates and water, electricity and public transport rates,
all of which affect the life of the people, are low and
hal'e remained stable throughout. To change the irrational ratio betrveen the prices of industrial goods
and farm products left over from old China, further
consolidate the wrcrker-peasant alliance and promote
industrial and agricultural production, the state has
systematicaily and in a planned way rarsed its pur-chasing price for grain, cotton, edible oil and other ma;or
farm products. The selling prices of these products have
not, in the main, been raised. With the grov-th cf industrial production, the state has reduced the prices ol
many manufactured goods, especially those used in
supporting agrieulture and industrial articles for daily
use. Thus, the peasants can now receive in exchange
more industrial goods for the same amount of farm
produce than they got in the past.
Our Renminbi serves China's socialist rer;clution
and socialist construction and the l.vcrking pecr'ie. It
has won the complete confidence of the masses. Since
the founding of the People's Republic of China, the
state has on several oceasions reduced the interest
rates on bank savings deposits. Still, there has been
a steady rise in the savings deposits of the urban and
rural people. Compared with 1952, these urban deposits have increased sevenfold, while rural deposits have
gone up a hundredfold. The vast majority of the
depositors are working people in both urban and rural
areas. During the current Great Froletarian Cultural
Revolution, urban savings deposits and rural deposits
have increased still faster. Of the total deposits,
one-third was made in the past three years. Total
savings deposits of the urban and ::ural people now
exceed China's total amount of currency in circulation.

The international prestige of Renminbi is high.
In view of the d-eepening financial crisis in the capitalist world, many countries and regions now use Renminbi to replace other currencies in trading with China,
in receiving Chinese aid and in other economic transactions with China. Such counti:ies and regions are
increasing.

The U.S. imperialists and Soviet revisionists and
olher reactionaries lvho are hostile to China's Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution ail along have hoped
that China's national economy would become chaotic.
But contrary. to their hopes, the great victories

of oul Great Proletarian Cu1tural Revolution have
promoted the revolutionization of people,s thinking

and have already promoted and are promoting a leap
fonvard in the national economy. Guided by Chairman Mao's great strategic thinking ,,Be prepared
agrinst war, be prepared against natural disasters, and
do everything for the people,, and his policy ..grasp
revolulion, prornote production,', socialist construction
in China is making vigorous progress. Its economy is
more thriving and the domestic market more flourishing
than ever, while prices and currency value are still
more stable. Irrefutable facts have proved that it is
the couniries under the rule of imperialism, modern
revi.sionism aird reaction that are experiencing economic
chaos.

Chairman lllao has incisively pointed out that together with its running dogs in various countries, U.S.
imperialism "has a weak and fragile foundation, he is

disintegrating internally, he is alienated from the
people, he is confronted with inextricable economic
crises." The gravest and deepest financial crisis in the
last forty years broke out in the Western world
between November 1967, when the pound sterling was
devalueil, and March 1968. Monetary markets fluctuated increasingly, and one dangerous situation
cropped up after another. The impact of the revolutionary mass movement in France caused a monetary
crisis in the capitalist world in May 1968. Last November's heetic gold rush led to the big storm which closed
down foreign exchange'markets. As a result of the
acute French political and economic crises, President
de Gaulle of France was forced out of office at the
end of April this year. This was followed by a new
crisis that swept Western European financial centres,
and the pound sterling and French franc sustained
heavy losses. The U.S. dollar also suffered from its
tremendous impact. The big ehaos that took place
four times in the Western monetary system in a littte
more than a year conclusively shows that the currencies of the entire capitalist world are sinking deeper
into crisis.
Imperialism headed by -the United States and the
of all countries have long been afflicted
with inflation, soaring prices and a constant fall in
the value of money. According to the price indices for
various capitalist countries compiled by the International Monetary Fund, which from all appearances are
substantially understated, during the 1g years from
1949 to the end of 1968 retail prices rose by 4B.T per
cent in the United States, by 110 per cent in Britain,
and by 161 per cent in France. It is noteworthy that
prices in these countries have risen even more markedly in the past year. Compared with 1967, retail
prices rose by 4.2 per cent in the United States in
1968. This rate is two to three times greater than in
previous years. The price index rose by 0.8 per cent
this March-the highest monthly rate of increase in
the last 18 years. The currencies of these countries
have been repeatedly devalued on account of inflation
and rising prices. The British pound has been officialreactionaries
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devalued twice, the French franc five times, and the
Indian rupee twice since the end of World War IL In
the 1960s, the U.S. dollar, which is the mainstay of
the currencies of the capitalist woisld/ has becorrie, like
the pound, the target for speculation or unloading in
Western monetary markets. Under the impact of the
unprecedentedly persistent and wild gold rush which
broke out in March 1968, the United States could no
longer maintain the official price of gold at 35 dotlars
an ounce. The price of gold on the free markets of
the capitalist world rose to around 20 per cent above
the official price. In effect the dollar has been devalued.

In direct connection r,vith inflation and currency
depreciation, these countries in general have incurred
enormous budgetary deficits and internal and foreign
debts. In the fiscal year 1968, the United States budgetary deficit amounted to 25,200 million dollars; the
total figure for national bonds floated had reached
359,500 million dollars by March 1969, a sum roughly
equal to the government's total revenue for two years.
There have also been enormous deficits in the U.S.
balance of international payments for many years
running. This has caused a heavy o-utflow of gold

reserves. Since 1958, U.S. gold reserves have decreased
by over one half; at present they only amount to a
little over 10,000 million dollars, while foreign holdings
of do1lar deposits claimable at any time from the
United States against gold are rvell over 30,000 mil.lion
dollars. Ttris clear-ly shows the inherent weakness of
the dollar. Over the years the reactionary Indian Government has mainly lived on alms begged from
foreign countries. By the end of 1968, its foreign debts

totalled more than 56,600 million rupees.
Financial and economic crises grow side by side
crises in the capitalist world and they
react on each other. Political power in these countries
is in the hands of gangs of blood-suckers, and they
use currency as a tool to plunder and exploit the
working people. During a financial crisis, the ruling
clique of monopolists always uses such measures as
lncreasing taxes, raising prices, freezin.g wages, reducing the number of workers employed and enlarging the
ranks of the unemployed to shift the burden on to the
labouring people. At the same time, it steps up aggression and plunder abroad. As all this eventually increases the sufferings of the people, the class contradictions within the countries concerned and the contradictions between the oppressed nations and the imperialists are bound to become more acute. The
monetary and trade wars between the imperialist blocs
are bound to become fiercer, thus further intensifying
the capitalist world's economic and financial crises.

with political

The Soviet revisionist renegade clique has

gone

against the tide of history and carried out an all-round

restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union, and, as
a result, it has made a thorough mess of the entire national economy. It has forfeited all the socialist achievements won by the Soviet people through arduous
struggles under the leadership of Lenin and Stalin.
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During the ten years 1956-65, it sold gold amounting
to some 3,000 million U.S. dollars. It did not care at
all about auctioning off the nation's natural resources
in order'' to beg for handouts from the international
monbpoly capital cliques. By replacing the old ruble
with the new ruble in 1961, the Soviet revisionists actually have sharply devalued the currency in their
dealings abroad. The privileged bourgeois' elements
raised commodity prices over and over again. ruthlessIy plundering and exploiting the labouring people.
Since 1966, the Soviet revisionist state committee on
prices has successively fixed new prices in the textile,
knitwear, leather shoe and food industries, as well as
in heavy industry, and considerably raised the wholesale price of many industrial products. On July 1.,
'1967 a1one, it raised prices of many industrial products.
Among these. the price of coal went up 78 per cent
and porver for industrial use 20 to 22 per cent. At
present, there are food, clothing and consumer goods
shortages on the Soviet markets. The black market is
widespread. In some places even bread is rapidly
becoming more expensive. With prices soaring, the
real purchasing power of money has fallen continuously, thus bringing tremendous hardships to the labouring people. This has aroused still greater discontent
and resistance on the part of the Soviet labouring
people.

Two kinds of currency with two kinds of fate.
The currency of socialist China stands in sharp contrast to the currencies of the capitalist world. The
former, u,ith a bright future ahead of it, is like the
sun rising in the east, while the latter, having run its
course, is like the sun setting in the r*,est.

I

I
j

Greot Victory for Choirmon Moo's Revolutionory line
The outstanding achievements on China's financial
and monetary front and the fact that Renminbi has
become one of the few exceptionally stable currencies in
the world are the result of the implementation of the
theory, line, principles and policies laid down by our
great leader Chairman Mao and the victory of his proletarian revolutionary line over the counter-revolutionary revisionist line of the renegade, hidden tiaitor
and scab Liu Shao-chi.
The fundamental question of revolution is political
power. With political power, the proletariat and work-

ing people have everything; otherwise, they lose everything. The fundamental factor behind China's victories
on the financial and monetary front is the establishment,
under the leadership of Chairman Mao, of a strong dictatorship of the proletariat led by the working class and
based on the worker-peasant alliance. This is the
fundamental guarantee for building our country into a
great, powerful socialist state and for the steadiness of
our finances and stability of the value of our money.

After liberation, by relying on invincible

Mao

Tsetung Thought, on the tremendous strength of the
political power of the proletariat and on the support of
the masses, we immediately abrogated all imperialists'
financial privileges in China, confiscated the bureau-
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crat-capitalist financial institutions, set

up

people's

banks, quickly and systematically transformed all the
private capitalist banks and built up a unified nation-

wide socialist financial system. We immediately and
completely eliminated the various currencies issued by
the Kuomintang reactionary government and drove all
imperialist currencies out of circulation. As a result,

we eirabled Renminbi to quickly become the

sole

currency in ci.rculation in the cities and countryside and
established an independent, unified and stable socialist

monetary system, thus making China's currency
immune to any repercussions from financial crises in
the capitalist world.
As far back as the Second Plenary Session of the
Seventh Central Committee of the Party, Chairman Mao

taught us: "In the cities we must learn how to wage
political, economic and cultural struggles against the
imperialists, the Kuomintang and the bourgeoisie and
also how to wage diplomatic struggles against the imperialists." Otherwise, "we shall be unable to maintain
our political power, we shall be unable to stand on our
feet, we shall fail."
What the Kuomintang reactionaries left behind on
the eve of liberation was a complete mess production
- and finanwas destroyed, people were poverty-stricken
cial sources were exhausted, During the twelve years
from 1937, when the War of Resistance Against Japan.
broke out, to May 1949, the banknotes issued by the
reactionary Kuomintang government increased by more
than 140,000 million times and commodity prices kept
skyrocketing. As a result, the labouring people were
flung into an abyss of suffering. Shortly after the
founding of the People's Republic of China. the Kuomintang remnant forces and the bourgeoisie carrieC out
disruptive activities and made trouble by engaging in
large-scale speculation and tried to push prices up. While
launching its war of aggression against Korea, U.S. imperialism imposed an economic blockade and embargo
against China, unjustifiably froze China's funds outside
the country, and, hand in glove with the Chiang Kaishek bandit gang, counterfeited large quantities of banknotes in a vain bid to undermine our finances and
strangle New China economically. Liu Shao-chi, the
agent of the imperialists and the behind-the-scene boss
of the bourgeoisie, played an active Trojan horse role.
He tried to get our bank to fix the foreign exchange
rate according to the demands of the capitalists and
advocated the establishment of stock exchanges; he
wanted our banks to extend loans to the capitalists to
support their activities in speculation and undermining
the stability of commodity prices.
Under the leadership of Chairman Mao, however,
we hit hard at the speculative activities of the bourgeoisie. By March 1950, we had already brought about
stable prices throughout the country, putting an end to
the inflation which had lasted for weII over a decade
under the reactionary rule of the Kuomintang. During
the War to Resist U.S. Aggression and Aid Korea that
followed immediately afterwards, we persisted in fighting this just war and at the same time caried on so-

r
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eialist construction and kept prices and the value of
money stable. In a tit-for-tat struggle against the U.S.
imperialists' gangster act of unwarrantedly freezing
Chinese funds, 'ore froze U.S. capital in China. Launched
energeticallS' in 1952, the San Fan and Wu Fan
mor-ements* defeated the unbridled attacks by the
bourgeoisie. The policy of unified purchase and supply
of all major agricultural products has been carried out
since 1953. This cut the ties between urban and rural
capitalism and promoted the growth o{ the socialist
economy. The socialist transformation of agriculture,
handicrafts and capitalist industry and commerce was
completed in China in 1956. The implementation of the
series of poiicies and principles formulated by our
great leader Chairman Mao has greatly expanded the
socialist economy, helped consolidate the dictatorship
of the proletariat and created favourable conditions for
the long-term stabiiity of Renminbi.
Chairman Mao teaches us: "The general policy guid-

ing cur economic and financial work is to del,elop the
eeonomy and ensure supplies." Follor,ving Chairman
Il{ao's teachings, the Chinese people have used revolution to command production, prornote it and lead it
fonvar:d. They have courageously advanced- in accordance with the general line of "going all out, aiming high
and achie.ring greater, :taster, better and rnore economical results in building socialism."
But the renegade, hidden traitor and scab Liu Shaochi rvas scared out of his 1fi's5 by the surging torrent
of sociaList revolution and sociaiist construction. While
loudly trumpeting the theory of "the dying out of class
struggle" in opposition to continuing the revolution,
he rvhipped up an evii wind against "rashness" to oppose the Party's general line for building socialism. Had

Liu Shao-chi's counter-revolutionary

conspiracies been
allowed to be realized, the sccialist economic foundation
would have been destroyed, financial sources exhausted.,

supplies inadequate and the curuency devalued. But
the obstruction and sabotage by all reacti.onary forces
at home and abroad ended up in ignominious defeat.
Sound and stable national finances with revenue
balancing expenditure are an important factor in
guaranteeing the stability of the currenc;r. Chai.rman
Mao has always taught us: "The unified control and
unified leadership in our financial and econornic work
should tre consolidated. Tho balance of revenue and
expenditure as well as the stabilization of prices should
also be consolidated." The main source of China's state

revenue

is the accumulation from

state-owned enter-

country issues eurrency mainly in.accordance with the
needs of econornie development, production and the
expansion of cornmodity circulation. Since the founding of New China, thanks to the firm implementation
of Chairman Mao's series of instructions, the country
has aehieved a balance between state revenue and expenditure and between receipts and payments of foreign
exchange, and there has been some surplus. Our
country has not onl}r se1y"4 the problem of procuring
funds for building socialism and strengthening national
defence, but has also become a socialist country with
neither internal nof external debts.

Liu Shao-chi all along advocated such reactionary
fallacies as encouraging "budgetary deficits and infla-

tion." He alleged: "It is alright to have

budgetary

deficits"; "we may issue more banknotes so as to increase our revenue." He also alleged: "Inflation is fine
also"; "the greater ihe inflation, the richer tire people
will be." Again, i.n collaboration with the class enemies
at home and abroad, Liu Shao-chi stirred up trouble
particularly when our national economy had met with
temporary diffictrlties caused by three years of natural
calamities and by sabotage on the pari of the Soviet
revisionist renegade ciique. In 1962 he called for a
"50 per cent increase in commoditl' piices." In December' 1963 u-heir ihe national economy had made an
ail-round turn for the better, he again raised the reactionarl' demand for a general increase in commodity
prices and the devaluation of the currency. Defying
fierce attacks by the reactionary forces at home and
abroad, the people throughout the country responded
to our great leader Chairman Mao's great call: "Never
forget class struggle." Displaying the spirit of arduous
struggle and self-reliance and building the country
through diiigence and frugality, they worked hard to
raise production, increase revenue and reduce expenditure and succeeded in maintaining a balanced budget. At
the same tirne, the control of tlee rlarket ruas strengthened to ensLlre the stability of cornmodity prices and
the value of money. The ad-verse current lvhipped up
by Liu Shao-chi and company to restore capitalism was
again thwarted !

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revoluticn personally initi.ated and led by our great leacier Chairman
Mao has won tremendous victories. This great revolutionary storm has destroyed the bourgeois headquarters
represented by Liu Shao-chi and shattered its scherne
to restore capitalism in China. This has strengthened

our dictatorship of the proletariat more than

ever,

prises. and state expenditure mainly goes to expanding
the sciciajisi economy. When revenue and expenditure
are temporarily out of balance, the imbalanbe is soived
by appropriate readjustments in the economic plan and

enabled our socialist economy to develop faster than
ever and furnished an unprecedentedly firm basis for

and practise economy and not by incurring internal and

classes,

by launehing mass movements to increase prodr-rction

external debtg
*

still less by issuing currency.

Our

The Scn, Fao movement refers to the str-uggle against
corruption. waste and bureaucraey. ?he VI/u Fon movement
refers to the struggle against bribery, tax evasion, theft of
state properly, cheating on government contracts and stealing the state's economic information.
10

our

finances.

There has been a fierce struggle between the two
the two roads and the two Iines on the financial
and monetary front in China over the past 19 years.
Our Renminbi has stood every kind of severe test,

Always maintaining its stability in storm and stress,
it has testified to the unparalleled superiority of so*
cialist China's monetary system under the guidance of
Mao Tsetung Thought. Today, as everyone knows, at
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a time when financial and monetary crise.s are sweeping
the capitalist world and when the countries under the

rule of modern revisionism are encountering

grave

economic difficulties, China's Renminbi stands rock
firm in the world as an independent, unified and stable
socialist currency.

A new leap is taking shape in China's socialist
construction. As we look forward to the future we are
fully confident that our socialist motherland will become
ever stronger and more prosperous and that the prospects for our currency and finanees are infinitely
bright.

Three Stronds of Rope Tightly
Twisted lnto One
-

A,n investigotion report f rom the city of Shuongyoshon,

Heilungkiong Province

"Ilongqi" Hitor's Note: This irutestigati.on repott

summarizes the Shuangyashan Muni.ci,pal Reuoluti'onary
Committee's eryterience in strengthening retsolutionary
uni.ty. The central'pint i's that the reoclutionarA com,-

mittee should arm i,tself with Chairman Mao's theory
ol continui.ng the reuolution under the dictatorship of
the proletariat and use Mao Tsetung Thought to actiuelg
ouercome all, sorts oJ emoneous ideas, so that each

cotnponent of the "three-in-one" combinati,on takes a
correct attitud,e toutard.s itselJ, towards the other two
components, and toroards th-e masses. The three thus
become a stauttch uhole Jighttng to int'plement Chairm&n Mao's reuolutionary litte, and can "unite to win
still greater victories." Only in thts uay cati the letding
bodg cantinue to aduance in step uith the sociaiist
re'--oltttion.

T N the high tide of the mass movement for str.rggleI criticism-transformation. the Shuangl-ashan llunicipal Revolutionary Committee is constantly unfoiii:lg
active ideological struggles and energetically stepping
up it; revolutionization. A11 the members of the
leading body representatives of the revolutionary

-

caCres, armed forces and revoiutionary masses use Mao Tsetung Thought to command everything.
They have strengthened revolutionary unity on the
basis of the principlu:s of Mtro Tsetting Thought.
Like three strands of rope tightly trvisted into one' they
emulate each cther, iearn from each other's strong
points to overcome their own shortcomings, raise their
politicat understanding in unison and continually make
progress. Each of the three components plays a full
role and the revoluti.onary committee has become a
miiitant command headquarters which gives prominence
tc pfoletarian politics, abounds with revolutionary
vitaiity and maintains close ties with the masses. Consequently, in Shuangyashan, the revolution is forging
ahead vigorously and production is continually on the
rise. CoaI output, in particular, has been steadily rising
in the past two years. The 1968 quota was met more
than a month ahead of schedule. Thus far this year
each monthly target of the state plan has been overJuLy 18,
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fulfilled. A brief

account of the experiences gained
by this revolutionary committee follows.

Using Moo Tsetung Thought to Attoin Unity in
Thinking, Policy, Plon, Commond ond Action
Our great leader Chairman Mao teaches us: "Opposition and struggle between ideas of different kinds
constantly occur within the Party; this is a reflection
within the Party of conttadictions between classes and
between the new and the old in society. If there were
no contradictions in the Farty and no ideological struggles to resolve thene, the Party's life r*'ould ccme to an
end." Ciass struggle does not end sith the es:abi:shmen; of the r=r-cluticnary ccmrnit-iee. The ieieate<i
ciass r*iil still sir.rggle- The rnenv non-proleiarian
ideas in society will also be reflected in the leading
body. reaching it through various channels Fcllowing
Chairman Mao's gr-eat teaching, the Shuangl'ashan
I\{unicipal Revolutionary Committee did not evade contradictions but waged struggles against all sorts of er'roneous ideas and actions. The representatives of the
armed forces, who are the committee's chief leading
members, boldly led the other members to place the
problems on the table and use Mao Tsetung Thought
to analyse and resolve contradictions. This er:abled the
leading members of the revolutionary commiitee to
unite closeiy on the basis of the principles ol iVlao
Tsetung Thought.

For a time after the founding of the revolutionary
committee, some feelings of estrangement exisied be'
tlveen a few of the revolutionary leading cadres and
some representatives of the masses. Their thinking
was not unified, neither were their actions. Some of
the revolutionary cadres, taking more notice oi tht'
minor faults of the representatives of the revolutionary
masses rather than their main orientation, saw orrly the
latter's shortcomings but not their merits. And having
perceived these shortcomings, these cadres adopted an
attitude of by-passing them rather than warmhetrrtedly

helping the masses' representatives to overcome thern'
For their part, several of the levolutionary masses' rep-
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resentatives also noticed only the shortcomings of these
revolutionary cadres and not their merits and progress,

tending to conclude that everything was wrong with
these cadres. As a result, these comrades did not work
with one heart and one mind, and this adversely affected normal work.

To solve these questions, the revolutionary committee caruied out a rectification, during which the
mernbers criticized erroneous ideas and assisted the
comrades with enroneous ideas to improve their understanding.
Some of the revolutionary leading cadres examined

their attitude towards the masses' representatives, and
asiertained that the latter were full of revolutionary
drive and enthusiasm in work, and did not have
taboos. They acknowiedged thal it was wrong to
ignore the good points of these comrades and not to
help them warmheartedly and listen to their critic.isms
modestly. One revolutionary leading cadre said: "In
the past the rq>resentatives of the masses took me to
task because they have set high demands on me. I
couldn't take their criticism, so in effect I have lowered
the demands on myself. Without the supervision of
the masses, I face the danger of taking the old road
again.''

Through active ideologicai struggle. some representatives of the masses liker*'ise examined their otrr erroneous understanding. They took cognizance of the
fact that these revolutionary leading cadres had been
tempered in protracted revolutionary struggle and
tested in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution.
They have many good points; they possess, in par-ticular, rich experience in class struggle and in work,
and the masses'representatives should learn from them
well.

After the rectification, the revolutionary leading
cadres and the representatives of the masses, who had
rarely held. heart-to-heart talks before, each took the
ini.tiative in approaching the other and frequently exchanged views and experiences. FormerJ.y, some of the

revolutionary cadres, instead of offering help to the
representatives of the masses, either ignored their
work altogether or else took over all the work themselves. Now, they often consult the latter, listen attentively to their opinions, and give them a free hand
in working independently, volunteering assistance in
solving problems and summing up experience. They
regard the training of successors to the revolutionary

of the proletariat as their'glorious duty. The
representatives of the revolutionary masses, too, actively support the revolutionary cadres in exercising
cause

bold leadership, encourage them to develop their strong
points to the full, and a:espect their opinions and voluntarily give them help in work. In this way, the estrangement between the two disappeared and revolutionary

unity has been rcinforced. Some representatives of the
revolutionary masses, who at one time held different
views, were also enabled to unify their thinking and
strengthen unity on the basis of Mao Tsetung Thought,
72

and pay attention to overcoming and preventing bourgeois factionalism.

In the past two years, the revolutionary committee,
following.the great lead.er Chairman Mad's teaching to
place problems on the table, has studied and applied
Mao Tsetung Thought in a Jiving way and engaged in
active ideological struggle to solve the various contradictions which arose within the revolutionary committee
at different times. It has carried out eight rectification campaigns on a fairly big scale. In the rectifications, Mao Tsetung Thought was used to distinguish
between right and wrong and resolve contradictions,
thereby further raising the level of consciousness of
the members of the'leading body in the struggle between the two lines. Al1 this has forged eloser ties between all the members of the leading body, who think
and work with one heart and one mind, truly achieving
unity in thinking, policy, plan, command and action
by using Mao Tsetung Thought.
Forming

s

Stounch ond Militont Whote in
Continuous Revolution

It was only after struggles that the Shuangyashan
Municipal Revolutionar), Committee was able to give
prominence to proletarian politics. This 'was the situation it faced: Chairman Mao's iatest instructions were
not implemented in an all-round wayr; revolutionary
committees had not been established in most of the
grass-roots units: and this affected both revoiutlon and
production. Some of the standing ccmmittee members failed to see these fundamental prcblems and
grasped only routine matters. When these contradictions fuliy surfaced, the leading members, through discussion and fighting sei.t and cliticizing rcvisionism.
used Mao Tsetung Thought to unify their thinking.
Everyone realized that whether the revolutionary com-.
mittee gave prominence to proletarian polities or to
vocational work was in essence a question of what road
the new-born revolutionary political power should take.
They came to see that they must put prol'etarian politics
to the fore, closely follow Chairman Mao's gleat
strategi.c plan and use Mao'Tsetung Thought to hold
and exercise power \,vell. This was the most fundamental thing.
In order to give prominence to proletarian politics
in practice, the chairman of the municipal revolutionary committee and two standing committee members,
with their bedrolls on their backs, went to the Lingtung
eat, iive, work
district to get first-hand experience
- to
and study together with the workers and learn how to
set up revolutionary committees at the basic levels and
sum up this experience. Later, the revolutionary committee decided that the majority of the standing committee members and the cadres in the organs of the
revolutionary committee should go deep into the grassroots to vigorously grasp the work of propagating and
implementing Chairman Mao's latest instructions. The
standing committee atrotished the former division of
work in which each mernber was in charge of one asPeking Retsi,ew, No.
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pect of work, thus relieving its members of daily
routine. The standing commi.ttee members were divided into three teams: one went down to the
grass-roots to take part in manual labour, a second
to acquire first-hand experience at gTass-roots organizations to which it also gave guidance and help,
and the third to remain on duty at the headquarters.
The three teams rotate after a fixed period, so that
each comrade has the opportunity to undergo all three
types of activity. This system has greatly promoted
the revolutionization of their thinking; the cadres have
become tempered and unity has been enhanced. The
ieading body has thus developed into a staunch and
militant collectlve.

In the course of dosely following Chair:man Mao's
great strategie plan and going deep among the ma-rsto carrlr out Chairman Mao's latest series of instructions, the representatives of the three component parts
of the revolutionary committee are learning from and
helping each other. The revolutionary leading cadres
volunteer help to the representatives of the masses in
the -great storms of revolutionary struggles while
modestly learning from the latter's good points. The
representatives of the revolutionary masses, supported
and assisted by the representatives of the armed forces
and of the revolutionary cadres, have continuously displayed the spirit of daring to make revolution and
daring to struggle, and have made new contributions
in the great movement of struggie-criticism-transformation.

In December last year, the standing committee of
the municipal revolutionary committee decided to send
to the city outskirts a two-man team consisting of a
revolutionary leading cadre and a representative of the
revolutionary masses to obtain on-the-spot experience
and to expedite the formation of revolutionary committees at the basic Ievels. The class struggle on the
city's outskirts was extremely complex, and the mission
was an especially difficult one. Initially, this representative of the revolutionary masses lacked confidence.
She thought: "Can I fulfil such a difficuit task?" Later,
with the help of her co-worker, she went deep among
the poor and lower-middle peasants and organized
them to rrn Mao Tsetung Thought study classes, to
fight self and criticize revisionism and closely follow
Chairman Mao's great strategic plan. The unflinching
proletarian loyalty of the poor and lower-middle peasants to Chairman Mao was a great enlightenment to her
and increased her confidence in fulfilling her task.
Subsequently she summed up the experience of the
poor and lower-middle peasants of the Chunghua Production Brigade where she was stationed in implementing policy, "liberating" their cadres and setting up and
consolidating their revolutionary committee. The
popularization of this experience throughout the city
outskirts gave a powerful stimulus to an upsurge in
implementing Chairman Mao's latest instructions, carrying out .policy and setting up revolutionary committees
at the grass-roots. After a month's work, in every part
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of the city outskirts such comrrrittees were set up. This
woman representative of the masses said with revolutionary enthusiasm: "The masses are the real heroes.
The representatives of the masses can represent them
only when they go deep among the masses. Otherwise they are no representatives of the masses."
Similarly, the representatives of the revolutionary
cadres have in the mass movement continually heightened their consciousness with regard to the struggle
between the two lines and overcome bourgeois thoughts
of "self," misgivings and fears, They go wherever
the class struggle and the struggle between the two
lines are acute so as to lead the masses in the struggle,
thus functioning fully as the leading core.
Developing the Style of Modesty ond Prudence,
Ploin Living ond Hord Struggle
Because

it follorred Chairman Mao's great strategic

plan dosely and tr-as helped by the P.L.A. unit
supporting the Left. the Shuangyashan Municipal Revolutionary Committee gainsd srlccesses both in revolu-

tion and production. A saying current Ermong some
of the masses was that, in Shuangyashan the seizure

of power, the forging of a great alliance, the establishment of the revolutionary committee, the unfolding of
the mass criticism campaign and the "liberating" of
cadres all took place earlier than elsewhere, and that
ptoduction was way ahead. For a time, this praise
made some comrades on the committee conceited and
complacent. They began to enjoy only pr:aise but not
criticism; they became careless in their style of work
and wanted better conditions; their work u'as not
deep-going and they did not link themselves with the
masses as rnuch as before. If these problems were not
solved, the new-born revolutionary pow'er would
retrogress.

This situation attracted the attention of representatives of the armed forces and some leading members
on the committee. So they organizd the leading body
of the revolutionary committee to study over and over
again Chairman Mao's Report to the Second Plenarg
Session of the Seuenth Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the "three constantly read
articles." Taking as teaching material by negative example the fact that capitalist roaders divorced themselves from the masses and became lords over them,
members of the leading body thoroughly criticized all

manifestations of conceit and complacency. Through
such study and criticism, they deepened their understanding of Chairman Mao's great teaching that "to win

country-wide victory ,is only the first step

in a long

march of ten thousand Ii" and that "the comrades mu-st
be helped to re,main modest, prudent and free from
arrogance and rashness in their style of work. The
comrades must be helped to preserve the styXe of plain

living and hard struggle." Accordingly they raised
their consciousness of the struggle between the two
Iines. Many cornrades declared: "In face of victory,
whether one preserves the style of plain living and
13

hard struggle and continue the revolution or be.
comes conceited and complacent and ceases

to advance
is a major question of the struggle between the two
lines. This is a problem not to be slighted.,, In the struggle against complacency, the representatives of the
armed folces took the lead in criticizing their own shortcomings and invited criticisms from the revolutionary
cadres and revolutionary masses at discussion meetings
or in heart-to-heart talks. This act considerably educated
the representatives of the revolutionary cadres and revolutionary masses. In the process of fighting conceit
and complacency, representatives of the three component parts of the revolutionary eommittee united more
firmly than before and the ideological basis was thus
formed for them to forge still closer links r,vith the
masses, develop the style of modesty and prudence,
plain living and hard struggle.
After this battle, the representatives of the armed
forces made even stricter demands on thenrselves and
paid more attention to bringing the excellent style of
the P.L.A. to the revolutionary committee. They took
the leaC in studying and applying Mao Tsetung Thought
in a living way, in advocating the ,,three-eight,, style
of work, in maintaining close ties with the masses and
developing the style of modesty and prudence, plain
living and hard struggle. Meanwhile, they took care
to learn from the revolutionary leading cadres and rep_
resentatives of the revolutionary- mAsses anC to give
full rein to their role. They supported and helped them
in their wor\ and gave the revolutionary leading
cadres ideological help which enabled them to emancipate their minds and piteh into work. Besides learning from the P.L.A. representatives, the representatives
of both the revolutionary cadres and the masses also
learn from each other's good points to overcome their
oum shortcomings. AII three committee components
join the masses as ordinary labourers when they go
down to the grass-roots to get first-hand experience
and to do manual labour and to be at one with the
masses. The masses stated: 'olt is certainly true that the
leading members of the revolutionary committee remain
one of the common people while serving as officials.

We are perfectly at ease to have such comrades hold
proletarian power for us,"

Chairman Mao teaches us: "There arq three
iu the basic experience of the revolutionary
committee: ft embraces representatives of the revolutionary cadres, representatives of the armed forces and
representatives of the revolutionary masses, constituting a revolutionary three-in-one eombination. The rel'olutionary conlmittee should exercise unified leadership, eliminate duplieation in the administrative structure, follow the policy of 'better troops and simpler
administration' and organize a revolutionized leading
group which links itself with the masses." Under the
guidance of Mao Tsetung Thought, the representatives
of the three parts of the Shuangyashan Munieipal Revolutionary Committee are not only integrated organizationally but also ideologically. Therefore this committee has become a fighting command which gives
prominence to proletarian politics, brims with revolutionary vitality and maintains close links with the
elements

masses.

At present, the members of this revolutionary committee are intensively studying the important doeuments of the Ninth Party Congre-ss. Foliowing the great

leader Chairman Mao's teachi:rg "unite

to win still

greater victories" and usi:rg the concept of one dividing
into trro- they have earnestly delved into their shortcomings, reahzi.g that contradictions exist universally

and that there are factors of disunity in unity. They
are determined to arla themselves with Chairman Mao's
great theory of continuing the revolution under the
dictatorship of the proletariat, step up their ideologicai
revolutionization and continue to strengthen revolutionary unity so as to twist "the three strands of rope"
still tighter on the basis of Mao Tsetung Thought,
"grasp revolution and promote production and other
work and preparedness against war," fulfil all the
fighting tasks set by the Ninth Party Congress and
win new and still greater victories.

(An abridgeil translation of an article
Ttublishecl in "Hongqt)', Nos. 6-7, 1969.)

Today's "Foolish AM Msn" Nurtu red
By Moo Isetung Thought

I

I
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The conol chonnelling woter from the Chinho into the Mongho,
proiect completed in the struggle between the two lines
NTURTURED by Mao Tsetung Thought, the revoluI \ tionary people of Chiyuan Count5r, Honan province,
displaying the spirit of daring to make revolution and
win victory, after three years' hard work, have completed by the end of 1968 the canal channelling water
from the Chinho River into the Mangho River. The
canal extends more than 70 kilometres.
14
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Meandering on the slopes of the two big mountains, Taihang and Wangwu, the canal flows around
more than 300 peaks, traverses more than 200 river
valleys and skirts over 80 precipices. Along its course
are more than 30 tunnels and over 200 bridges and sluiee
gates. By linking up more than 20 channels, over 60
reservoirs and nearly 10,000 ponds and cisterns in the
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Mangho basin, this canal inereases the flow of the
Mangho. Affording irrigation to more than 300,000 znu
of farmland, it has swept away the centuries-old suffering from lack of water in the related districts of the
Taihang and Wangwu Mountains. Iegend has it that
this is the site rvhere the Foolish Old Man removed the
mountains, the story which Chairman Mao relates in
his brilliant article, The Foolish Old Man Who Remot:eil

the Mountains.

This canal was ('born" in the intense struggle
between the two classes, the two roads and the two

nature without even taking any action. They raved:
"Cutting off peaks and tunnelling through mountains
are not as simple as your talk about them. How can the
peasants handle such a big engineering job!" But the
revolutionary cadres representing Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionarlz line firmll' believed that "the
masses are the real heroes' aDd that "the masses have
boundless creative pow'er." By relling on 1\1[ao Tsetung
Thought and the masses, they were coniident that the
Chinho rvater could eertainly be led into the Taihang.
Toking Action

lines.

lor Generotions
Chiyuan lies in a mountain area with the
l,Yish Cherished

Taihang
and Wangwu Mountains on three sides. Eighty-five per
cent of the count5r's total area is mountainous while the

rest is rolling loess

land.

Though the Chinho and the

in the east and west of the county respectively, the rivers flow to the south at the foot of the
mountains ,and empty themselves into the Yellorv River
and thus bring no benefit to the area. Because of lack
of water, grain yield was only about 100 ji.n or doz,ens
of jin Wr nLu. Drought was a serious threat to the
Mangho lie

Illuminated by the great red banner of ldao Tsetung
Thought, Chiyuan county's poor and los-er-middle
peasants resolved in 1958 to realize their loug-<heds-hed
desire and raised the question to build +he proiect of
channeiling water from the Chinho into tle lrangho.
Their representatives in the county Part5r congres.
submitted a proposal to this effect to the congtesq hrt
it was not accepted on the agenda. They had drasn a
map of the projected canal, based on the surv'eys tb6
made with indigenous methods, and put up a trig:
character postel expressing the strong demand of the
broad masses.

Chiyuan people. How the working people there longed
for water! In the old society ruled by the exploiting
classes, people could only drearn and spin tales that
some day the Chinho would flow to the mountain districts and become a boon to the land.

After learning their demand, the higher leading
organ dispatched several persons to Chiyuan' They
drove around a bit and returned without taking even
a glimpse of the Chinho. Not a word was heard about
the project.

After liberation Chairman Mao and the Communist
Party led the poor and lower-middle peasants to turn
over and take the road of co-operation and thereby
created the conditions for building large-sca1e water
cons€rvancy works
a wish cherished for generations.
The people started this work by harnessing the
Mangho. They planted trees to conserve water and soil
and constructed small reservoirs to control the flood
waters. In 1957 water conseryancv developed from
detaining water to channelling it to rvhere it is needel.
By directing the water of the Mangho to a 4-kilometre
channel built at the waist of the mountain, the people
transformed a tract of dry gravel land into irrigated

Unable to bear any further delay, the masses exwith deep feeling: "If the family of the Foolish
Old Man, both the old and the young, could remove the
mountains, why can't our people's corununes rernove
the mountains?" From the brilliant article, The Foolish
Ol,cl \{en Who Remcu'ed the lllo:i'ntains, the people of
Chil-uan had grasped the great truth taught by Chairncan ].[ao: "Our God is none other than the masses of
the Chinese people." In the winter of 1959, a contingent of more than 2,0(X) memberi from the Keching
and Chengkuan People's Communes went up the
Taiirang Mountains carrying grain and tools they providecl themselves. Breaking through the ice and stepping inio the rvater, theSr fuqii1 roads and bridges and
surveyed the course of the canal.

farmland.

This step enabled them to comprehend nature
better and strengthened their confidence in transforrning it. They pondered over the following que-stion:
Now that the Mangho in the west has been made to
flow to and serve the mountain districts, why could'nt
the Chinho in the east also be channelled? Because the
water in the Mangho was Iow, what a vronderful thing
it would be if water from the Chinho could flow into
and augrnent the Mangho! The desire of the poor and
Iower-middle peasants to make the Chinho water available to the mountain areas becarhe more intense.

It

was during this period that the struggle between

the two lines unfolded in the o1d county Party committee. The agents of the renegade, hidden traitor and
scab Liu Shao-chi in the committee surrendered to
Julg 18, 1969
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Opposing the vigorous mass movement on the water

front, the handful of capitalist roaders
parroted Liu Shao-chi's words: "To build so many
water conservancy r,vorks is just another onerous burden upon the people and it rvastes money"' Standing
firmly on Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary
line, a group of revolutionary cadres valiantly rose to
refute: "Irrigation is the life-blood of agriculture and
the extensive building of water conservancy w-orks is
precisely in the long-term interests of the peasants.
What really are onerous and wasteful are the failure
to build water conservancy works and asking the state
to allocate grain to make up the losses caused by natural calamities. The question is not that we have built
conservancy
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too many water conservancy works, but we have not

built enough."
The debate continued. The revolutionary cadres
sought support from a higher level, the old Party committee of the special administrative region. But the
handful of capitalist roaders there, too, pushed Liu
Shao-chi's counter-revolutionary revisionist line and
blabbed such rubbish: "In this ti.me of difficulty, the
state cannot make investments" and "this is a big engineering job, the peasants don't have the necessary
skills so nothing can come of it.
." In short, they
wanted to put an end to the projeet.
When the sinister directive to discontinue the project reached Chiyuan, the handful of capitalist roaders
in the o1d county Party committee personally went to
the communes to deliver it. But the masses of com-

1-et

mune cadres and poor and lower-middle peasants waged

a tit-for-tat struggle against them. Completely outargued the capitalist roaders finally resorted to their
authority. They ordered: "The project must be stopped
whether you like it or not. The commune cadres must

persuade the peasant builders to come back and their
Party membership rests on doing so. Anyone who refuses to do so shall be expelled from the Patty!',

The fundamental question of revolution is political

polrer. At that time this handful of capitalist roaders
a portion of ;rcwer in the Party and government.

Their sinister order reactred the work site just before
construction was scheduled to begin. Highly indignant,
the more than 2.,000 builders were forced to come back
from the Taihang Mountains.

The first stage of the project to channel water frdm the
Chinho into the Mangho was completed in only seven
rnonths. As the Chinho water begins its flow to lhe
mountain distriets, the poor antl lower-miildle peasants
lvarmly cheer: Long live Chairman Mao! A long, long

life to

Crhairman Mao!

investment, we can't start this work. Until technical
probiems are solved. we can't undertake such a projeet."
In a word- the project could not be tackled.

The masses ruthlessly rebuffed this revisionist
trash. To relieve the pressure on them, the handful
of capitalist roaders came up with a deceptive com-

Shao-chi and his agents fully
exposed their true character in opposing the revolutionary masses. The diffeience between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie and between the two lines was

promise and declared: o'What the masses are really
after is irrigation of the farmland. Why should they
go to the trouble o{ cutting mountainsides and building
a canal? A pumping station will do."

crystal clear.

cadre who had long retained his
for the people in the mountain areas
sinee the war years relentlessly denounced this proposal. He said with indignation: "Pumping rvater to

At that time Liu

A revolutionary

Repeoted Triols of Closs Strength
Peop1e ieft the mountains physically, but mentally
they remained there. The project was forced to a
stop, but the enthusiasm for building socialism kept
growing. The revolutionary people in the native home
of the Foolish Old Man bore firmly in mind ,,Be
resolute, feat no sacrifice and surmount every diffieulty
to win victory." Even the two big mountains of imperialism and feudalism which had laid like a dead

weight on the Chinese people had been dug up, so why
couldn't they cause the water to flow around the
mountain slopes?

In 1960 Chiyuan was hit by a severe drought, and
the masses' demand to undertake water conservancy
projects became more urgent than ever. Discussion of
the Chinho-Mangho plan was reopened. At that time
the arch renegade Liu Shao-chi and his agents again
poured out their worn-out Right opportunist tune,
crying: "The masses are short of reserves having been
through several years of natural calamities, so we
can't take on this engineering
16

job. As there is no state

deep class feeling

the mountains can provide only a very limited quantity
of water. This is far from sufficient to meet the needs
of the masses. Moreover, it means trading diesel
oil for rvater. How can the poor and lower-middle
peasants afford to irrigate land at such cost!"
Because the revisionist line was dominant in this
instance, a pumping station was set up. The Keching
commune spent 130,000 yuan to build the engine house

and install the engine. Three horse carts were used
daily for nearly a year to transport diesel oil from the
county to the mountains, and the commune lost quite a
sum of money. The Chinho flowed as usual but none
of its water was pumped up to irrigate the mountain
farmland. Imigation by means of a diesel engine went
bankrupt.

In

1963 and 1964, the masses summed

Iessons and experience and onee more raised

up their
the ques-

tion of building a canal to channel water from the
Chinho. Workers at the nearby coal mines went all
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out to give their support. ftrey said: "Since we have
done tunnelling for decades, surely we can tunnel the
mountains. Rest assured, we'll take care of the technical problems." The warm assistance given by the
working class boosted the fighting will of the poor and
lower-middle peasants. In line with Chairman Mao's
great teaching of "relying on our own efforts," they
were determined to direct water from the Chinho to
the mountains by their own arduous work.
Fight, Fight Agoin

. . . fill

Viaory

In the deep winter of 1965, Chi;ruan's poor and
lower-middle peasants studied and applied Chairman
I{ao's works in a living way and, inspired by the revolutionary spirit of the Foolish Old Man who removed
the mountains, pushed the mass movement to conquer
nature to a new stage. Liu Shao-chi and his agents
could no longer suppress the revolutionary fervour of
the masses. The county Party congress unanimously
resolved: Build the canal to channel water from the
Chinho into the Mangho. Go up to the mountains!
Begin work!
A

i
I
I

I

i
1

.,

group of revolutionary cadres led the peasant
builders to march up to the Taihang Mountains. Their
first important act at the construction site was to
conscientiously study the "three constantly read articles" (Serue the Peopile, In Mernory of Norman
Bethune and. The Foolish and. Man Who Remoued the
Mountains). Holding their copies of Quotatio,tls From,
Chai,rman Mao Tsetung, several thousand builders
solemnly pledged to Chairman Mao: We will certainly
channel water from the Chinho to the mountains!
Construction began. With the revolutionary spirit

of the Foolish Old Man who removed the mountains.
the builders tunnelled the mountains and built bridges
across the valleys. They opened up a battlefield to
wage a decisive war against nature.
The sound of dynamite at the Taihang Mountains
terrified the handful of class enemies. The handful of
capitalist roaders in the special administrative region
hurriedly issued another malicious order, slandering
the building of this canal as a "blind action" and insisting that the project "get off the horse" immediately.

"So they want us to 'get off the horse' again?"
The revolutionary cadres at different levels directing
the building contingents at the site studied Chairman
Mao's keen teaching: "There is a difference of only a
one says 'off' while the other says
single word here
the difference between two
'611'- yet it demonstrates
opposing lines." Through study the cadres gained
clarity and made their choice in the presence of the
- socialism, they must
great mass movement of building
march at the head of the masses and lead them and
never trail behind them, gesticulating and criticizing;
still less should they stand in their way and oppose
them.

The moment the sinister order to "get off the
horse" reached the work site the peasant builders
Julg 78, 7969

voiced their strong opposition, declaring: "If they want
to stop construction, they must bind us one by one and

drag us off the mountain or starve us to death right
here. Come what may, we'l1 persist in building the
canal."

The builders returned to their makeshift living
oil lamps or used big
rocks as tables to write letters to Chairman Mao. In
these letters they furiously accused the renegade Liu
Shao-chi and his agents of counter-revolutionary
crimes, expressed their profound revolutionary feeling
of boundless loyalty to Chairman Mao and pledged to
quarters. They crowded around

persevere

till

victory.

The broad masses of builders and revolutionary
cadres defiantl.y exposed the capitalist roaders' plot to
sabotage their project and heightened their fighting
will.
The Chiyuan people won their battle and then
faced new tests. The project was a very dangerous and
arduous engineering job. The builders must work
around and through a series of peaks or along precipitous mountainsides. Displaying the revolutionary spirit
of fearing neither hardship nor death, the builders anchored themselves with ropes and bored dynamite
holes in the precipices. Working valiantly, they sur-

mounted one difficulty after another. Hundreds of
heroes emerged in the course of building the canal.
Confronted with the refusal of the Chiyuan people to yield to political pressure' Liu Shao-chi and his
agents sought to obstruct the progress of the pr-oject
by blocking the supply of tools, material and technical
aids. But the "Foolish Old Men" of today are ar':noeC
sith Mao Tsetung Thought and are therefore daun:less in face of difficulty. By relying on their o\sn
efforts, they set up a dynarrite plant, a cement plant
and a factory to make and repair tools. firey also overcame a number of technical difficulties by relying on
peasant technicians and the wisdom of the masses- With
their combined wisdom the workers and peasants
solved quite a number of technical problems rvhich
even experts specializing in modern methods could not
tackle. "Revolution means liberating the productive
forces and promoting their growth." In the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revoluti6ir, the mass movement
for extensive construction of water conservancy works
swept ahead swiftly like a hurricane. The project to
channel water from the Chinho to the Mangho proceeded at a fast pace. As originally scheduled, the first
stage of the project required three years, but it was accomplished in only seven months. The whole project
was compl.eted at the end of 1968. Since then the
Chinho water has flowed in the new canal around the
slopas of the Taihang Mor.mtains to the Mangho. State
subsidy aocounted for a mere 18 per cent of the total
expense.

With profound feeling the masses said: "Follow-

ing Chairman Mao's teaching, 'Be self-reliant, work
hard,' we are able to surmount all difficulties ,and remain invincible."
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Palestinian Younger Generation Grows
Up in Armed Struggle
the great storm of the people's armed struggle, the
JN
r younger generation in palestine is vigorously grow_
ing up in the fight against aggression.

Ever since the June b, .196? war of aggression
launched by the U.S. imperialists and Israeli Zionists,
group after group of Palestinian youth has left the refugee camps and fled enemy-occupied areas to join the
guerrillas after enduring much hardship during their
long journe;a.

We are marching on, u)e are marching on,
Determined, to libers,te our homelanil,

No force on earth cqn prevent us from
aictory.

seizing

We are rersolutiorwrg children,

Ritle in

h,and,,

for reoenge! For reve*ge!

Fight to the End for the Revolution
Heqrts Go Out to the Guerrillas

Gawad and Riad were two teenagers living in

Into the headquarters of the, "Al Assifa,, comAl Fatah (the Palestine National Liberation Movement) one day walked a youngster, hardly
turned ten. but sporting a painted moustache and a
uniform several sizes too big. The sight of the boy's
mandos 1ed by

make-up set the gqerrillas at headquarters roaring with
laughter. But the visitor was in dead earnest. "Lookl
I'm a grown-up now. This time you must take me into
the guelrillas.'2

Israeli-occupied Jerusalem. They had a burning hatred
for the Israeli aggressors, occupation of their homeland
and murder of their kinsfolk. Together they joined the

guemillas and pledged to drive the invaders out and
recover their homeland.

In March last year, l3-year-old Gawad was assigned
for the first time to blow up an Israeli petroleum depot
and successfully futfilled his mission. Ele was over_
joyed at his first contribution to the cause of the libera-

tion of

Palestine:

The boy had been to the headquarters several times
before to enlist gs a guerrilla. But every time he was
turned down for being too young. On one occasion he

asked a guerrilla commander just when he could be
accepted. The latter smiled, "Well, when you have a
moustaEhe like us adults. Then I'11 accept you as a
guerrilla." So the boy returned -- this time complete
with painted moustache. The story is a vivid example
of the eagerness of' Palestinian youth to join the
guemillas.

Youth mi-litary training centres have been

es-

tablished to bring Palestinian teenagers up as successors

to the guerrillas, and many are taking the

course.

The boys and girls at these training centres are
all victims of the aggressive war launched by U.S. imperialisin and Israeli Zionism, many of them children
of falleir fighters. FuIl of bitter hatred for the U.S.Israeli aggressors, they take military training every
day, ignoring hardship and fatigue. They are inspired by
the battle deeds of the heroic Palestinian guerrillas and
often imitate their courageous feats during training
exercises, such as breaking through Israeli troop
"defence lindg" ambushing enemy patrol units, blowing
up strongholds and attacking enemy posts. Every
week they go on a long march. As these youths get
under way, they.sing a revolutionary march:
18

of the "Al Assi{a" comAl Fatah in bayonet-training.

"4, young guerrilla.

mandos led by
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aOn June 22 last year, Garlrad and Riad seeretly
made their way into Jerusalem at great risk to their
Iives. They blew up an office of the headquarters of
the Israeli aggrressor troops with a time-bomb, killing
a number of enemy officers. As the bomb exploded
they were discovered by the enemy. Showing not the
slightest fear, they bravely fought the enemy who went
after them. Riad died a hero. Gawad was arrested.
Garvad was savagely tortured in the enemy prison.
He was denied food and was not allowed to sleep.' The
Israeli aggressors tried to pump him for information
about the guerrillas, but he did not yield. He kept up

a courageous struggle against the enemy. Strong protests rn'ere lodged by the Palestinian people, and the
Israeli occupation authorities r,vere eventually compelled

to set Gawad free. Gawad went into battle again immediately after his release. In 1968, the young hero
carried out altogether 12 successful missions of blorving
up enemy installations.
Fighting Bohind Enemy Lines
Palestinian youth in Israeli-occupied areas have
kept up a stubborn struggle against Israeli occupation
and atrocities. Secondary and primary school pupils
in Gaza and other occupied cities have time and again
cut classes and held demonstrations. They tore down
the Israeli flag and hoisted the battle standard of
Palestine over their schools. They shouted slogans:
"Down with Israel!" and "Long live free Palestine!"
Some risked their lives writing on rvalls "Down with
Israel," "Liberate Palestine" and other slogans.
In February this year, many Palestinian girl
students from primary and secondar.v schools joined the

5,000-strong demonstration in Gaza City. Marching
through the streets, they shouted slogans against the
Israeli oceupation and atrocities and battled with Israeli
aggressor troops called out to suppress them. They
smashed Israeli military cars n'ith stones and u'ounded

a number of Israeli aggressi:s. The demonstrations
went on for several days Responding to this, girl
students in Nablus, Beria, Ramelleh and other occupied
cities on the west bank oi the Jordan River brought the
wave of demonstrations to a climar

Four Palestinian girls were arrested for taking part

in the Nab1us demonstration. With heads high- these
unyielding girls proudly declared before the Israeli
"military court": "We are all members of Al Faiah."
A Palestinian boy who sold cakes in an occupied
town once had one of the Israeli aggressors as a customer. National hatred weiled up at the sight oi this
aggressor. He reached for the dagger he had qj'fi hin

and stabbed the Israeli aggressor to death' Discosering
what had happened, nearby Israeli forces pounced on
the youngster like a pack o{ wild beasts. Ttre ;;oung
hero took them on courageously and fought to the last

drop of his blood.
Our great leader Chairman Mao has pointed out:
"Every just, revolutionary war is endowed with
tremendous power and can transform many things or
cleav the way for their transformation." The Falestinian
people's revolutionary armed struggle is.bound to bring
liberation to the Palestinian nation. At the same time'
a younger generation rvith entirely nerv featur':s s'iir
grow up in the coulse of tJre struggle for libe:a:ion'

TRUE EASTION OF IRON
-

stories About Arob Feople's Support for Polestinion Guerrillos

fI N the last t',vo years, the victorious development of
the armed struggle of the Palestinian people has
been an enormous inspiration to the fighting will of
the Arab nation which is suffering from prolonged imperialist and Zionist aggression and oppression. More
and more Arab people have come to realize quite clearly the great truth that "political power grows out of

the barrel of a gr.ln." Looking upon the Palestinian
guerrillas who are fighting heroically as the pride and
hope of the whole Arab nation, they give them every
possible support.
"Let Me Go Fighting, Al Fotoh !"

Thousands and thousands of letters from the Arab
people keep pouring into the headquarters of AI Fatah

(the Palestine National Liberation Movement) and its
offices in various Arab countries offering to fight in
the ranks of the AI Eatah guerrilla units against their
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common enemy Israeli Zionism, which is supported by
U.S. rmpenalslTl.
A short time ago, a Hsinhua correspondent visited
Al Fatah's Cairo office and asked if he could see some

responsible member of the office
told him: "It is both easy and difficult to grant your
request. Easy because in each letter you will find arr
ardent Arab eager to fight shoulder to shoulder with
us. Difficult because our offiee alone has reeeived
more than 10,000 such letters and where shall vre

of these letters. A

begin?'''

While they were talking, a postman delivered a
bundle of mail. The responsible member said: "Look,
here are some m.ore of these letters. Let's read them
together."

The office received 16 letters that day from people in various Arab countries. Most of the writers
asked A1 Fatah to take them into its guerrilla units
to fight for the liberation of the occupied Arab land'
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Some sent donations, while others sent greetings to
the Al Fatah fighters.
Abd Sayed Abd, a young U.A.R. peasant in Beni
Suef, said in his letter: "I beg you to accept me into
the glorious Ai Fatah and send me to the front. I shall
fight side by side with the palestinian guerrillas so
that the flag of Palestine will fly over occupied
Palestine and the banner of liberation will fly over aII

the areas under occupation.',

Mahmud Youssef, a student in Alexandria, wrote:
by U.S. imperialism, the dirty enemy Israeli Zionism has occupied Palestine, Sinai, the Golan
Heights and other Arab land. As a patriotic Arab
youth, I can't stand it any longer. Let me go fighting,
Al Fatah ! I am determined to give &erything I have,
including my own life, to the struggle for national
liberation and national dignity.,,
"Sr-ippoi'ted

Sami Ismail, a young U.A.R, teacher, said: ,,The
Arab r-ration is awakening. Our only way forward is
armed resistance. I want to join the Al Fatah guerrillas and fight till Israeli Zionism is defeated.,,

From Mont Leban came this letter by Hussein
Mazil, a Lebanese youth: "I have made up my mind
to fight till victory for national liberation under the
Al Fatah flag. Long live free Palestine ! Long live the
revolution of the Palestinian and other Arab people!,,
After reading these very warrn letters the responsible mcm[,sp of the Al Eafah office said: "From these
letters we Gan appreciate the genuine desire of the Arab
people to make a common stand with the Palestinian
guerrillas against the enemy on the battlefield. Some
of the letters received were written in the blood of
the senders.who steadfastly sought to join our guerrillas. Many Arab youths have come tb our office
over and over, asking to join Al Fatah. Within two
weeks or so after the Kar.ameh battle last year, about
40,000 of them called at our office to register their
names and volunteer for service at the front. This is
a great encouragement and support to us.',
"You Are Shedding Blood, We Sholl Sweot More!"
A mass donation drive has swept all the Arab
countries since the war against the June 5 aggression
in 1967. Arab workers have decided to contribute their
wages earned on June 5 and May 15 (Palestine Day)
every year to the Palestinian guerrillas. Many mass
organizations have sent the money and materials they
collected to the Palestinian guerrilla organizations.
Women's organizations in Morocco and other Arab
countries have organized donation performances and
raffles for the Palestinian guerrillas.

One U.A.R. worker recently sent B0 Egyptian
pounds to Al Fatah's Cairo office. Knowing that the
rvorker was not well off, the office declined the donation. The worker was firm: "You must accept my
donation. The A1 Fatah guerrillas are shedding blood
for us on the battlefield, it is our duty to sweat more
in support of them."
20

Aldin Eahmi, a Jordanian student at Cairo University, sent the office a cheque for 60 pounds on May 18.
Aldin whose home is in Israeli-occupied area wrote,
"Being a refugbe student, I need money. But considering that I must support the Palestinian guerrillas

who are fighting for the liberation of my homeland, I

have decided to contribute the money to A1 Fatah."

An 1l-year-old U.A.R. pupil, Mahmud Shihad
Abdul, sends a pound every month to the A1 Fatah
Cairo bffice. He said: "I listen to the Al Fatah radio
every day. I know that the Al Fatah guerrillas have
been hitting the enemy hard. I love the 'Al Assifa'
guerrillas and send the pocket money I've saved to
my guemilla uncles."
In Libya, a poor girl of nine presented four eggs
to the Al Fatah office in Tripoli last January. She said
that the eggs were laid by the hen she kept, and that
she donated them to Al Fatah for buying bullets to
kill the Israeli aggressors.
Heroic Polestinion People, Fight On!

The people of Palestine are not alone in their
armed struggle against imperialism and Zionism. They
are getting support not only from the entire Arab people
but also from the revolutionary people, including revolutionary-minded Jewish people, throughout the world.

Recently the

Al Fatah

headquarters received

a

donation from Ibrahan Sir Varti and his wife, a Jewish
couple living in Rabat, capital of Morocco. In their
accompanying letter, they wrote: "Israeli Zionism is a

faithful running dog of U.S. imperialism. The U.S.Israeli aggression has brought catastrophe to the Arab

people and also to the Jewish working people living in

so-called Israel. We are Jews. However, we oppose

Zionism and racialism. We firmly support the armed
struggle of the Palestinian people and the just struggle
of the people of other Arab countries. These struggles
will lead to emancipation of both the Palestinian Arab
people and the Jewish working peopl,e in occupied
Palestine. The day will surely come when all the
Jewish workers, peasants and other labouring people
in so-called Israel will fight shoulder to shoulder with
their Arab brothers against the common enemies U.S.-led imperialism, Israeli Zionism and militarism."
Our great leader Chairman Mao teaches us: "What
is a true bastion of iron? It is the masses, the millions
upon millions of people who genuinely and sincerely
support the revolution. That is the real iron bastion
which it is impossible, and absolutely impossible, for
any force on earth to smash. The counter-revolution
cannot smash us; on the contrary, we shall smash it."
No matter how viciously U.S. imperialism, Soviet revisionism and a1l reaction curse or whatever plots they
engage in, the heroic Palestinian people, supported by
the entire Arab people and the revolutionary people
the world over, will continue their triumphant march
along the path of armed struggle till final victory.
(H

sinhua

C or r e spondent)
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Soviet Revisionist Anti-Chino Scoundrels
Slop Their Own Fsces
-

Their "protest notel ond news stories dished up in quick succession ofter
encreoching on Chino's Pscho lstond controdict esch other

,.

{

I

Soviet revisionist renegade cliqug after delibTHE
r erately creating another border armed provocation
incident by directing Soviet frontier troops to intrude
on July 8 into China's territory the Pacha Island area,
hurriedly concocted a so-called "protest note" and
trotted' out TASS news stories to distort the truth,
slander socialist China and frantically fan up anti-China
sentiments. But the Soviet revisionist anti-China
scoundrels are ridiculously clumsy in making denials
through lying. They made a fool of themselves by
issuing the so-called "protest note" and news stories
which contradict ea,ch other.

In its so*called "protest note" dated July 8, the
Soviet revisionist renegade clique shamelessly vilified
China, saying that "a group of armed Chinese violated
the state frontier qf the U.S.S.R. and, hiding themselves
on the Soviet part" of Pacha Is1and, "opened submachinegun fire on Soviet river transport rvorkels."
According to the gangster logic of the Sol.iet relisicnists, it seemed that there was a "part" of China's
territory Pacha Island on the Chinese side of the central line of the main channel o{ the Heilung River in
Fuyuan County of Heilungkiang Province, 'China, which
belonged to "the Soviet IJnion." But less than a day
had passed when at 10:47 hours Moscow time on July
9, TASS, mouthpiece of the Soviet revisionists, in a
news dispatch vociferously claimed that

China's

ter"ritory Pacha Island was a "Russian Island" and added
that "the Chinese peasants who, by agreement of the
sides were allowed to conduct farming work on this
Russian isIand." But only an hour or more later, TASS
published another news story in a hurry saying: "The
Chinese peasants who, by agreement of the'sides were
allowed to conduct farming work on the Russian part
of this island." Look, the Soviet Government said that

only a 'lpart" of Pacha Island belonged to "the Soviet
Unign," while TASS described the whole Pacha Island
as "Russian" and then said that only a "part" of Pacha
Island belonged to "Russia." Here, not only did the
Soviet Government and its mouthpiece TASS slap each
other in the face, but TASS was slapping its own face.
The Soviet revisionist renegade clique at first tried
JuLy 78,1969

to cover up its crime of encroaching upon the Chinese
Pacha Island by rumour-mongering. Eut the
result was just the opposite. The more it trieC to con-

tdritory

ceal the crime, the more

it

revealed

it.

Even a Western

news agency saw through its trick, pointing out that
"it was not clear if the Soviet Union claims all or only
a part of it [Pacha Island]."

The Soviet revisionist renegade clique has indeed
been playing this trick of slapping its ox'n tace for
quite sorne time. On March 2 this year, the Soviet
revisionist renegade clique sent its armed troops io
intrude into China's territory Chenpao Island and
created an extremely grave border incident of
bloodshed. At a subsequent "press conference" held
in Moscow on March 7, two underlings of the clique,
Leonid Zamyatin, head of the press department of thrS:r..iet Foreign i\{inistr.v. and Pyotr Ionov. deputl' chief
of the main board of the Soviet frontier troops. also
staged a srnal.l anti-China farce in s'hich they. too,
slappeC each other in the face. The ridiculous perfcrmance full of loopholes by these two anti-China
elog.ns and their embarrassment before the public is
stili fresh in the memory of peopl.e's minds. Now, after
directing Soviet frontier troops to intrude into China's
territory Pacha Island and creating an armed provocation, the So's'iet revisionist renegacle clique has again
hurriedly put up such a clumsy performance full of
inconsistencies and lies. This haS once again shown
what a guilty conseience the Soviet revisionist renegade clique has!

It must be pointed out that the new crime of
armed provocation of the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique in sending Soviet frontier troops to intrude into
Chj.na's territory Pacha Island, just like the series of
bloody incidents created by Soviet revisionism on
China's territory Chenpao Island, is proved by ironclad evidence and can never be denied.
"Lifting a rock only to drop it on one's own feet,"
is a Chinese folk saying to describe the behaviour of
certain fools. The Soviet revisionist anti-China scoundrels are exactly fools of this kind.
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Soviet Revisionists Intensify Coloniol Rule
And Feverishly Corry Out Arms Exponsion
And Wqr Prepqrotions in Mongolio
pushing ahead its social-imperialism
IITRENZIEDLY
and social-fascism, the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique has steadily intensified its control over and exof the Mongolian People's Republic. The
result is that Mongolia has been reduced to a colony and
military base of the Soviet revisionists.

ploitation

Taking advantage of a series of unequal treaties
and agreen'rents imposed on Mongolia, the Soviet revisionist renegade clique has long since dispatched large
numbers of troops and so-called "experts" and ,,advisers" to Mongolia to directly control and manipulate the
Mongolian Party, Government and army. The Soviet
revisionists' colonial rule over Mongolia has been further strengthened since Brezhnev came to power.
Politically, the Brezhnev renegade clique has wilfully trampled upon Mongolia's state sovereignty and
independence. Soon after Brezhnev came to porver. he
sent a high-renking mission to Mongolia earl-v in 1965
to entrench itself in lllan Bator for direci intervention in the internal affairs oi llongolia and for aciive
participation in the criminal suppresion of the revol.utionary Mongolian people. In Januar5r 1g66. B:-ezhnev
rvent to Mongolia and signed a 20-year so-{^lled Sor=eiMongolian "treaty of friendship, co-operation and mutual assistance." This treaty, which is nominally called a
treaty of all-round "co-operation," is actually one for
over-all aggression. It has not only "Iegalized', the
privileges which Soviet revisionism has grabbed in
Mongolia in the poiitical, economic, military and
cultural spheres, but has also pushed to a "new and
higher stage" Soviet revisionism's control-and plunder
of Mongolia, completeiy subordinating Mongolia,s
internal and foreign affairs to the needs of Soviet
revisionist social-imperialism.
Economically, the Brezhnev renegade clique, continuously using the pretext of "international division
of labour" and of economic "integration,,, forbids Mongoiia to set up metallurgical enterprises and a machinebuilding industry so as to facilitate intensified exploitation and plunder of the country. It only allows Mongolia to "develop" Iivestock breeding alone, turning the
whole country into one big livestoek farm for the Soviet
revisionists. Soviet revisionism robs Mongolia of about
three million head of cattle every year and sells it industrial goods at high prices. Through the plunder of livestock and animal products alone, the Soviet revisionists
have. over the past ten years, extorted huge profits
more than 460 million rubles
from Mongolia. In the
name of strengthening "aid" to Mongolia,s construction;
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the Soviet revisionists have in recent years set

up

"building companies" for direct plunder and monopoly.
Apart from this, the Brezhnev renegade clique, in the
name of "aid loans," forces Mongolia to export a great
number of cattle every year to the Soviet Union at
low prices to pay off the "aid loans." The plunder ol
female and young animals by Soviet revisionism over
the past years has seriously undermined as never
before Mongolia's livestock breeding and the number
of animals has sharply decreased. There is an acute
shortage of meat and the broad masses of the Mongolian
people are daily more impoverished. The Soviet revisionist renegade clique is the biggest exploiter ruthlessly

plundering the Mongolian people.
Militarily, the Brezhnev renegade clique, after signing the so-called Soviet-I[ongolian "treaty of friendship,
co-operation and mutual assistance," has been intensifying its arrns expansion and war preparations in Mongol-ia in an attempt to make the country a link in an
"anti-China ring of encirclement" rigged up jointly by
the Unlted States and the Soviet Union.
Over the past few years, the Soviet revisionist
renegaCe clique has greatly increased^ the number of
troops siationed at various strategic points in Mongoiia
and aiong the Sino-llongoli.an border. It has stepped up
the constrrrction of mili:ary bases of va-rious kinds, in*
cluding missile sites. and military installations. Recently, Soviet revisionism rvent so far as to clamour that
it would "defend" Mongolia's ''frontiers" as it "defends
its orvn frontiers." At the same tirne. the Soviet revisionist renegade clique has directly rviripped r-rp :ii.rtiChina sentiments arrong the Mongolian armeci forces
and commands the lollongo.lian troops in war manoeu\rres.

By recklessly trampli.rrg upon Mongolia's state sovereignty, frantically plundering it economically and
frenziedly carr;ripg out arms expansion and war preparations in the country, the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique has pushed the Mongolian people into an abyss
of suffering.
The great leader Chairman Mao has stated:
"Working hand in glove, Soviet revisionism and U.S.
imperialisrn have done so many toul and, evil things
that the revolutionary people the world over will not
let them go unpunished. The people of all countries are
rising. A new historical period of struggle against U.S.
imperialism anrl Soviet revisionisin has begun." The
Soviet revisionists' cruel colonial rule over Mongolia
has educated the Mongolian people by negative examPeking Reuiew, No.
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ple, and has enabled them to see through the aggressive

They shouted: "Accounts must be settled with the new
tsars for their crimes against the Mongolian peopie!"
and "Down with the new tsarsl"

viet revisionist

The monstrous crimes committed by the Soviet revisionist renegade clique against the Mongolian people
clearly show them up as new tsars riding roughshod
over the Mongolian people. The contradiction between
the oppressed Mongolian people and the Soviet revisionist colonial rulers is irreconcilable. Ttre existenee and
development of this contradiction is bound to give rise
to revolution. The Mongolian people will certainly unite
with the Soviet people and all the other peoples subjected to aggression and oppression by the Soviet revisionists and completely bury Soviet revisionist socialimperialism.

nature of Soviet revisionist social-imperialism and
aroused their intense hatred for these renegades. The
Mongolian people have indignantly d,enounced the So-

I

*

social-imperialists for their towering
crimes of aggression against the Mongolian people's
Republic. They said: "The Soviet revisionists oppress
us Mongolians just like the U.S. imperialists oppress
the Afro-Americans," t"Economic co-operation' and
'aid loans' are actually shackles put around our necks
by the Soviet revisionists." "Herd after herd of our
cattle and sheqp have been driven to the north (meaning
the Soviet Union), bag after bag of our potatoes have
been shipped north, and one after another our compatriots have been persecuted. We will remember these
debts and sooner or later they will have to be paid.',

{
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Trap ls the Word for So-cs lled Asion
"Regf onol Economic Ca-operation"

I
I

I

-

Opposed ond cold-shouldered by mony Asion countries, the "Asion collective security system" is o shoddy piece of gods turned,out by the Soviet
revisionist renegode clique. But the lndion resctionorles qre energeticolly

peddling it everywhere.

peddling its sinister "Asian collective se\X/HILE
Y Y curity system," Soviet
revisionist social-imperial-

acting as

ism is doing ali

Minister Indira Gandhi showed the cioven hoof on June
30 in Djakarta- when she talked about tire "Asian
collective securitl- s]'stem" rrorked oui bI S.;-ie: rer;
siorrisrn. Oi :::e o::e :::-ri. sre sa:i ::ta: "r"i rhe sssrem
is base<i on erono*ic co+1rer-adon- ther: India is for it."
On the other- she said that "ri'e th;xk that ecunomic
co-cperatlon rrill not itself sol.ve the (security) problem
but will be a step tou,ards doing so." What Indira
Gandhi said precisely shows that so-called 'lregional
economic co-operation" is "a step" by Soviet revisionism
tos-ards knocking together its "Asian collective security

it can to package it in an attractive cover
under the labei of Asian "regional economic co-operation." Bui sham is sham, and the cover must be torn

off.

'a

i
t
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I
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This so-called Asian "regional economic co-operation" is nothing but a trap for setting up a militarl- ring
of encirclement against China and for politicai corirol
and etonomic plunder oi .A.sian countries.
Many countries irr Asia took exception to this siliter rubbish of Soviet revisionism or gave it a cold. reception. But the Indian reactionaries have been brisy
everywhere as the errand-boys of Soviet revisionisna.
Villains passing themselves off as heroes can
i.mpress no one. Since the Soviet revisionists are trying
to form an anti-China and anti-people military alliance
in Asia, they cannot possibly completely disguise their
vieious aim, not even in the guise of "regional economic
co-operation." On June 20, Soviet revisionism's lztsestoa
let the cat out of the bag in a commentary. It said
that "this co-operation (meaning 'regional economic
co-operation') will create the preconditions for the formation of a system of collective security in this region.,,
It went on to say that the idea concerning deveioping
"regional economic co-operation" was welcomed by
India and the "Asian collective security system,'
should include India. As a mouthpiece of Soviet revisionisnr, Izuestia should have been hauled over the coals

for having revealed the whole secret concealed in

the
Kremlin's "regional economic co-operation" manoeuvre.

As to the Indian reaetionaries, they have all along
pretended to disapprove of forming military alliances,
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if they only favour "regional economic cooperation." But this is poor acting. Indian Prime

s1'stem."

In hawking "regional economic co-operation" for
her Soviet revisionist masters, Indira Gandhi glibly
talked about "some system of guarantees" for "Asian
security" by major pov/ers. She is again giving people
a "lesson." By "guarantees by major powers" she
meant to provide guarantees for U.S. imperialism and
Soviet revisionism to exercise tight control over some
Asian countries and openly or covertly interfere in
their interna] affairs, guarantees to U.S. imperialism
and Soviet revisioni.sm for plundering Asian countries,
and guarantees to U.S. imper'iaiism and Soviet revisionism for dragging Asian countries into their military
ring of encirclement of China.

It is notern orthy that some time ago when Soviet
revisionist chieftain Kosygin advertised Asian "regional

economic co-operation." he also clamoured for the
"opening of a land route." The "opening of a land
route" called for by the Soviet revisionist new tsars is
23

to meet their needs of slapping together a
of encirclement against China and at the
s,-e time to facilitate their control and plunder of
Asian countries and their squeezing and fleecing the
designed

miJ.itary ring

-{sian people.
In the development of their national economies, it
accords rvith the interest of Asian and African countries
that they co-operate in supplying each other's needs and
develop economic and trade relations on the principle of
equaliti- and mutual benefit. But this is an entirely different matter from the "regional economic co-operation"
advocated by Soviet revisionism. U.S. imperialism and
Soviet revisionist social-imperialism always scheme. in
the name of "economic co-operation," to induce and
trick Asian countries into joining military alliances by
rvhich they can control and exploit them. The Asian
countries have come to understand from past experience
that they invariably are made the victims in entering

into "co-operation" with U.S. imperialism or Soviet
revisionism, or entering into partnership with Indian reaction, the running dog of U.S. imperialism and
Soviet revisionism.

.

So-called "regional economic co-operation" in Asia
up by the Soviet revisionists is a trap for the

cooked

Asian countries. Like Dulles' military treaty blocs,
Brezhnev's "Asian collective security .system"' is an
instrument for aggression against the Asian people,
exercising control over them, bullying them, and intervening in their affairs. All Asian countries and people
subjected to U.S. imperialist and Soviet revisionist aggression, control, intervention and buliying are no-w
making a common stand to form the broadest possible
united front. They will smash all plots of U.S. imperialism and Soviet revisionism against China, against the
people and against revolution, and together they will
defeat their common enemies{

Reoctionory Soto Government
Tojo's Old Rood

ls Following

by U.S. imperialism, Japanese militarism
FOSTERED
I recently has been feverishly expanding its armaments and preparing for rvar, so that it can play an active role as a tool of U.S. imperialism for pushing the
latter's policy of war and aggression in Asia and realize its own imperialist ambition to dominate this con-

be fulfilied ahead of schedule and the fourth-period
plan would be started ahead of time. Military spending
for the latter pLan will be 5,000,000 million yen, more
than double the figure of 2,340,000 million yen in the
third-period p1an. The emphasis in the fourth-period

tinent.

force, with priority going to the navy.

Reoctionory Joponese Government Steps Up
Exponsion of Army, Novy ond Air Force
Stepping into Hideki Tojo's shoes of aggression, the
reactionary Sato government is doing its utmost to push
Japan on to the road of militarism and plans to build a
modern arrny to carry out aggression and expansion
abroad. The arms expansion plan made public by the
Japanese "Defence Agency" (corresponding to a defence
ministry) at the end of June fully reveals- this intention.
This plan calls for the enforcement of conscription, universal military training and other measures. It advocates
building up a so-called "sustained fighting capacity"
and stipulates the addition and deployment of several
army divisions of tens of thousands of men outside of
the present 13 divisions of the "self-defence forces."
It brazenly says that Japan will "develop and manufaeture and possess nuclear fighting capacities (including
nuclear warheads and long-range means of delivery) as
retaliatory means in time of war," will build several
fleets composed of aircraft carriers, guided missile
cruisers and nuclear submarines as "deterrent forces on
the sea" and will establish a strategic air force in which
each squadron
bombers.

It

is equipped with 25 bombers or fighter-

has been divulged that Japan's third-period plan

for arms expansion being carried out at present would
24

plan is on the deVelopment of the navy and the air

Actually, the Japanese militarist forces have already
begun to work for these arms expansion objectives.
Under cover of "peaceful use of atomic energy," Japan
is stepping up the development of nuclear weapons, has
conducted frequent rocket tests and continually built
new atomic reactors and developed the techniques of
refining uranium and plutonium. At the beginning of
this year, the Sato government decided to arm its air
"se1f-defence forces" with 104 Phantom fighter-bombers
capable of carrying nuclear weapons. The Japanese
Diet recently passed two arms expansion bills to increase the strength of the "self-defence forces" of the
army, navy and air force, thus enabling the army to
achieve its target of expanding to 180,000 men two
years ahead of schedule.

U.S. lmperiolism ond Soviet Revisionism Colloborote
With Soto Government to Set Up on Anti-Chino
Ring of Encirclement
The reactionary Sato government's accelerated arms
expansion and war preparations have been carried out
at the orders of its American master. Heavily battered
by the Asian people, U.S. imperialism is strongly urging
Japan to share in its military "obligations," and using
Japan as a tool for pushing its policies of war and aggression in Asia and a shock force in its war of making
"Asians fight Asians."
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Eefore taking office, the new U.S. imperialist chieftain Nixon demanded that Japan turn the "Asian and
Pacific Council" into a military alliance and that a Western Pacific anti-China military alliance be set up with
Japan as its backbone and under the manipulation of
U.S. imperialism. The Nixon Administration has also
again and again ordered the Sato government to fulfil
its so-called "international obligations,'l to increase its
"economic aid" to the U.S. imperialist lackeys in Asia
on a large scale, so as to give the U.S. imperialist puppets a blood transfusion and boost their morale. To
realize its expansionist ambitions in Souttreast Asia, the
Sato government, which has sold itself out to U.S. imperialism, has willingly obeyed the U.S. jmperialist order
and decided on the policy that Japan will build socalled "independent defence forces" under the JapanU.S. "security treaty" system. In accordance with this
policy, it has taken a series of arms expansion and war
preparations measures.
The reactionary Sato government's accelerated arms
war preparations have the strong support
and encouragement of Soviet revisionist social-imperialism. After thrusting themselves into the "Asian De-

Laxpansion and

velopment Bank," the Soviet revisionists recently came
out with the sinister "Asian collective security system"
and expressed the desire to join the "Asian and Pacific
Council" which is made up entirely of U.S. imperialist
lackeys in Asia. For this, the chieftains of Soviet revisionism and Japanese reaction have had frequent diplomatic contacts. All this shows that U.S. imperialism,
Soviet revisionism and Japanese reaction are working
hand in glove and are actively collaborating in the
vicious plot of forming an anti-China ring of encirclement and suppressing the Asian people's revolutionary

Joponese Monopoly Copitol Wildly Clomours for
Aggression ond Exponsion Abrood

Under the wing

;

I
I

I

{

of

U.S. imperialism,

Japanese

monopoly capital has made huge war pro{its in recent
years. Anxious to find a way out of the economic difficulties resulting from the sharp contradiction between

their productive capacity and markets, the Japanese
monopolies are energetically pushing the reactionary
Sato government to speed up arms expansion and war
preparations. Pro-U.S. monopoly groups and their
representatives, such as the Federation of Economic
Organizations of Japan, the Japan Federation of Employers' Association, the Economic Friends Association,
the Defence Production Committee of the Federation of
Economic Organizations and the Japanese Mititary Industry Association, recently have shown unusual "defence zeal." They have clamoured unabatedly that
"close attention must be given to the defence probiem"
and that "defence consciousness must be raised." They
urged that "the defence industry shoutd be strengthened" and that the munitions industry be put at the "core
of industries." They blustered that they would make
"contributions" to the "stabilization" of the Asian situation and the "safeguarding of peace and security in
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the Far East," etc. The chairman of the Defence Production Committee of the Federation of Economic Organizations openly asked the Japanese Government to
reorganize the Japanese Cabinet's National Defence
Council and to form a "council" for national security
with the participation of the monopoly capitalists to
discuss important defence affairs. He also demanded
increased

military expenditures.

While engaging in arms expansion and war preparations at home, the Japanese militarist forces and
monopoly capitalists are speeding up their grabbing of
materials abroad and search for investment markets.
They have raised a big cry for military expansion
abroad. In recent yearS, Japanese monopoly capital has
made a large-scale penetration into Indonesia to plunder
its petroleum and mineral and forest resources. The
Japanese militarist forces have repeatedly howled that
they will "defend" Japan's "Iifeline," the Strait of Malacca. The newspaper Sangyo Keizai. Shi.mbun openly
stated that "Japanese dependence on overseas resources
has increased. At the same time, the U.S. and British
defence systems in Southeast Asia have shown a tendency to retreat. (Japan) must adopt an independent defence system for the transportation of crude oil to secure
the oil transport line from the Middle East to Japan."
From the beginning of this year, the reactionary Sato
government has raved about Japan's so-called "belligerent right" and has tried its best to find a pretext to
send troops abroad for war.
Reoctionory Joponese Propogondo Mochine Brozenly
lnvokes the Spectre of Militorism
To pave the rva.r- for arms expansion and war preparations. the Japanese mil-itarist forces, while invoking
the spectre of militarism with deceitful propaganda, are
carrying out fascist suppression of the people and
making preparations for imposing military fascist rule
in the country. Through the press, radio, television, the
cinema and other propaganda rnedia, they are making
a big fanfare about their past wars of aggression anC
are trying to reverse the verdict on the crimes commit-

ted by Japanese militarism. They have made a big
hullabaloo about the "Mikado system" and have gone

so

far as to work out a "Iaw of the Yasukuni shrine" so
that sacrificial offerings are to be made by the state for
soldiers kilied in the wars of aggression. They have
babbled about the notorious "Bushido" spirit [the "way
of the warrior"] and are whipping up national revanchist sentiments. The reactionary Sato government recently set in motion its entire propaganda machine to
biare forth that Japan is a "big power economically"
and to clamour for the building of "defence forces"
commensurate with the strength of the country and for
futfilling the "obligations" of a big "power," etc. All
this fuily shows that the Japanese militarist forces are
vainly trying, by rneans of such hysterical outbursts,
to whip up a national superiority complex as an "Asian
power" and bigoted nationalistic senti.ments so as to
(Conti.ruted on

p.

32.)
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THE WEET
proletarian politics in command of
the army's organization, leadership
and life, pay keen attention to politCommemoroted
ical work and to raise class conAvni Hakani, Military Attache of sciousness in the army. The measures
the Albanian Embassy in China, gave adopted by the Party in
the army
a reception in Peking on the evening over the past few years have spurred
of JuIy 10 to mark the 26th anniver- revolutionization in army Iife."
sary of the founding of the Albanian
Comrade Hakani severely conPeople's Army.
demned the U.S. imperialists and the
Kang Sheng, Member of the Soviet revisionists for collaborating
Standing Committee of the Political with each
other to suppress the peoBureau of the Central Committee of ple and
the revolutionary movements
the Chinese Cornmunist Party, at- in different countries and to do their
tended the reception.
utmost to oppose China.
Also present on the oceasion were
He bitterly denounced the Soviet
Huang Yung-sheng, Chief, and Wu
revj.sionist
renegade clique for carryFa-hsien, Li Tso-peng and Chiu Huiprovocations along the
ing
out
armed
tso, Deputy Chiefs, of the General
Staff of the Chinese People's Libera- Chinese border and the anti-China
tion Army; and Hsiao Ching-kuang. hysteria it whipped up at the sinister
Moscou. meeting in league s.ith its
Vice-Minister of National Defence-

Glorious Albonion People's
Army Doy Wormly

Aibanian Ambassador to China
Xhorxhi Robo and other comrades of
the embassy were present.
Comrades Avni Hakani and Huang
Yung-sheng spoke at the reception

whieh was filled with revoLutionary
friendship and militant solidarity.

The Albanian People's Army,
Comrade Hakani said in his speech,
had been founded by the Party and
Comrade Enver Hoxha in the raging

flames of the struggle for national
liberation. The army had gloriously
accomplished every task given it to
eliminate domestic and foreign ene-

mies. The Albanian people

and

Army, after overcoming
countless difficulties and winning
PeopJ.e's

final victory, established state power,
the dictatorship of the proletariat in
Albania. From iti birth, the people,s
Army had relied on the masses in all
its acti.vities. It was the mass line and
self-reliance, not awaiting libenation
from outside, that guaranteed the
successful surmounting of all kinds

of difficulties.
"The Party and

Comrader Enve*:

Hoxha have always taught us to put
26

Comrade Hakani continue{: "The
armed forces of Albania and China
will always closely unite and fight
shoulder to shoulder to smash the
schemes of aggression of our enemies,
imperialism and revisionism. We are

confident that whatever enemy
comes, whether alone or in a bloc,
he will be wiped out in the storms
of invincible people's vzar."
Speaking on behalf of the Chinese
people and the Chinese People's Liberation Army, Comrade Huang
Yung-sheng extended the warmest
festive greetings to the Albanian people and the Albanian Feople's Army.

He pointed out that under the wise
Ieadership of the Albanian Party o,f
Labour headed by the great MarxistLeninist Comrade Enver Hoxha, the

heroic Albanian People's Army had
gone
through a glorious fighting
hangers-on.
course. "The glcrious history of the
"All this," he pointed out, .,does Albanian People's Army," he added,
not show the strength of the Soviet "proves that it is a genuine people's
revisionist renegade clique and" its arm.y armed w'ith Marxism-Leninlackeys. On the contrary, it only ism, an army which is imbued with
serves to reflect their feebleness and a thoroughgoing proletarian revolurottenness and the deepening con- tionary spirit and dares to struggle
tradictions between them and in their and to win."
respective countries."

Comrade Hakani declared that,
under the wise leadership of the
Communist Party and Chairman Mao,
the people of the Chinese people,s
Republic, the heroic revolutionary
standard-bearer and bastiorr of socialism in the world, had set out to irnplement the historic resolutions of
the Ninth National Congress of the
Chinese Communist Parly immediately after its victorious conclusion,
and were making China stili stronger
and more prosperous in ail fields.
"As your brothers and close comrades-in-arms," he added, "we rejoice
over all your achievements and regard them as our o,,lrn, and as successes in continued revolution under
socialism."

Comrade Huang Yung-sheng paid

tribute to the Albanian

People's

Army, which, he said, had adhered
to the proletarian line on army
building, given prominence to proletarian politics and made energetic
efforts to promote its revolutionization. This had raised the political
consciousness and ideological level of
the whole army, strengthened its
combat power and stepped up preparedness against war, thus bringing
about a new look in army building.
Referring to the current excellent
situation in the world revolution,
Comrade Huang Yung-sheng pointed
imperialism and Soviet

out: "U.S.

revisionist social-imperialism, battered by the torrents of the revolution of the people of the world, are
bogged down in politicai and econom-
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ic crises and beset with difficulties
both at horne and abroad and find
themselves in an impasse. They eollaborate and contend with each other
at the same time in a vain attempt
to redivide the world tretween themselves. They are now trying their
utmost to engineer a 'Middle East
Munich' plot, doing everything possible to sabotage the anti-imperialist,
revolutionary movement of the
Arab people and futilely attempting
to put out the raging flames of the
armed struggle of the Palestinian
people. Resorting to the stick and
the carrot, they are trying to stlangle
the Vietnamese people's war against
U.S. aggression and for national salvation. They are striving, openly or
covertly, to rig up an anti-China ring
of

encirclement."

Comrade Huang Yung-sheng flayed
the Soviet revisionist renegade clique
for staging armed provocations in
many sectors of the Sino-Soviet bor_
der and even brandishing nuclear
weapons to intirnidate China.

"The Chinese Government,s stand

of settling boundary questions
through diplornatic negotiaticns has
been consistent," he declareC. ,,Nevertheless. if the Soviet revtsionist
renegade clique regards our attitude
as a sign of weakness and thinks it
can bully China and realize its territorial claims on China by means of
war, then it has totally miscalculated.
Holding high the victory-throughunity banner of the party,s Ninth
National Congress and following the
teaehing of Chairman Mao, the great
leader of the Chinese people, that
'we will not attack unless we are
attacked; if we are attacked, we wilt
certainly counter-attack,, the 200
million Chinese people and the
Chinese People's Liberation Army,
who have been tempered in the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, will
resolu.teiy, thoroughly, wholly and
completely wipe out any aggressor
u,ho dares to invade."

peoples and two armies of China and

Albania would unite still

more

closely, support, encourage and learn
from eaeh other and struggle shoulder to shoulder to bury U.S. imperial-

ism, Soviet revisionism and all their
lackeys once and for all.

spoke at the reception which was
filled with the militant friendship
between the people of China and
Viet Nam.
Ambassador Nguyen Van Quang
said that the establishment of the
Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic of South Viet

The Chinese Ministry of National
a big meeting on July Nam would still more effectively
9, at which reports were made, to develop the superiority of the vietorious offensives the south Vietwarmly celebrate the anniversary.
namese army and people took the
Xhorxhi Robq Albanian Ambas- initiative in
launching on vasador to China; Avni Hakani, Miiirious battlefields. This would
tary Attache, Jani Borova, Deputy help realize the magnificent call
Military Attache; and other com- issued by President Ho Chi Minh
rades of the Albanian Embassy at- that "as long as there is a single agtended.
gressor in our country, we must
Comrade Hsiao Ching-kuang, Vice- fight on to sweep him away." Under
Minister of National Defence, and the firm leadership of the ProviComrade Hakani spoke at the meet- sional Revolutionary Government of
the Republic of South Viet Nam,
ing.
the Ambassador said, the army and
people of south Viet Nam were deAmbossodor Nguyen Von g,,ong termined to completely defeat the
U.S. aggressors and their lackeys,
Gives Reception in Honour
traitorous clique of south Viet
Of the Estoblishment of the the
Nam, and accomplish the sacr-eC
Provisionol Revolutionory
cause of liberating the south. deGovernment of the Republic fendrng the nonh and reun:i-r:::g
the faiheriand
Of South Viet Nom
Defence held

I.igu3'en Yan Quang, Ambassador
of the Provisional Revolutionary
Government of the Republic of

On behall of the people of south
Viet Nam, the Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Repub-

lic of South Viet Nam and the South
Viet Nam National Front for Liberation, Ambassador Nguyen Van
Quang expressed heartfelt thanks
to the glorious Chinese Communist
Chou En-lai, Premier of the State Party, the respected and beloved
Council; Huang Yung-sheng, Chief Chairman IVIao, the Chinese Governof the General Staff of the Chinese ment and the great Chinese people.
People's Liberation Army; Li Hsien- He thanked the Government of the
nien, Vice-Premier; Kuo Mo-jo, People's Repubiic of China for its
Vice-Chairman of the Standing warm congratulations and recogniCommittee of the National People,s
tion of the establishment of tl-re
Congress; and Wen Yu-cheng, Deputy Chief of the General Staff of Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic of South Viet
the P.L.A., attended.
Nam and for its recognition of the
Bui Tan Linh, Charge d'Affaires Permanent Mission to China of the
ad interim of the Embassy of the South Viet Nam National Front for
Democratic Republic of Viet Nam Liberation as the Embassy of the
in China, was present.
Provisional Revolutionary GovernComrade Huang Yung-sheng conAmbassador Nguyen Van Quang ment of the Republic of South Viet
cluded that the two Parties, two and Vice-Premier Li Hsien-nien Nam in China.
Jtrlg 18,
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South Viet Nam to China, gave a
reception on the evening of July g
in honour of the establishment of
the govei'nment.
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establishment of the Provisional
Revolutionary Government of the
Republic of South Viet Nam was a
the Republic of South Viet Nam great event in the south Vietnamese
hold that every victory in their people's war of resistance against
cause of fighting against U.S. ag- U.S. aggression and for national
gression and for national salvation salvation. As Premier Chou En-lai
is inseparable from the tremendous pointed out in his message of greetand effective assistanc€ from the ings to President Huynh Tan Phat,
fraternal Chinese people. We are "This is a natural development of the
convinced that the Chinese Govern- south Vietnamese people's war of
ment and the 700 million greaL Chi- resistance against U.S. aggression and
nese people will for ever provide for national salvation."
powerful backing for the VietnaVice-Premier Li Hsien-nien demese people and that the Chinese
people will, as always, wholeheart- clared that U.S. imperialism could
edly support and tremendously en- never change its nature and it
courage our people to carry on ihe would hang on in Viet Nam. Since
struggle against U.S. aggression and coming to power, Nixon had intenfor national salvation till final vic- sified his efforts at political deception while carrying on arms expantory.
sion .and war preparations on a big
The Ambassador went on to say:
scale. The so-ealled plan to "withWe greatly rejoice at the al1-round,
draw troops" from south Viet Nam,
tremendous victories won by the
*'hich rras much vauntEd by Nixon'
Qhinssr-. people in their socialist revrecently, r*-as €ur out-and-out fraud.
olution and socialist construction In co-ordination with this plot of
and in the Great koletarian Cul- U.S. imperialism, the Soviet revitural Revolution. Led by the Chi_ sionist renegade clique was stepping
nese Communist Party lreaded by up its collusion with U.S. imperialthe respected and beloved Chairman ism in criminal dealings to sell out
Mao and inspired by the spirit of the revolutionary struggles of the
the Party's Ninth National Con* world's people. While talking glibgress, the Chinese people will cer- Iy about supporting the Vietnamese
tainly win many more splendid vic- people's struggle against U.S. agtories.
gression and for national salvation,
The Ambassador said: The south
Vietnamese people and the Provisional Revolutionary Government of

In his

speech, Vice-premier Li
Hsien-nien pointed out that over
the past few years, the people of
south Viet Nam, under the leadership of the S.V.N.N.F.L., has waged
a people's war against more than a
million U.S. aggressors, their vassal
troops and south Vietnamese puppet
troops, and won great victories by
giving full play to the revolutionary
spirit of self-reliance and arduous
struggle and of defying the ferocious
enemy. They have thus made important contributions to the anti'imperialist struggle of the people of the
worId. He went on to say that the
28

the Soviet revisionist

renegade

are resolved to frght till not a single
U.S. aggressor is left on our beloved land." Experience of the Viet-

namese people's war against U.S.
aggression and for national salvation proves that the sacred goal of
liberating the south, defending the
north and reunifying the fatherland
can be achieved onlY bY carrYing on
with the fighting on the battlefield
until the U.S. imperialists completely admit their defeat. We sincerely

hope that after its establishment,
the Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic of South
Viet Nam will further encourage
and mobilize tlne people of south
Viet Nam to hold high the banner
of the war against U.S. aggression
and for national salvation and deal
telling blows to the U.S. imperialists and their running dogs
plete victory.

till

com-

In conclusion, Vice-Fremier Li
Hsien-nlen said: In their protracted
corrunon struggle, the PeoPle of
China and Viet Nam have established a profound militant friendship.
The Chinese people have alwaYs
acted in accordance with the teachings of our great leader Chalrman
Mao and taken it as their bounden
internationaiist duty to support the
Vietnamese people's struggle against
U.S. aggression. Tempered in
the Great Proletarian Cultural Rev-

olution, our socialist motherland
clique had given U.S. imperialism has become more powerful and the
important strategic materials for dictatorship of the proletariat in our
making planes and guided missiles,
country has been further strengthhelping it manufacture more weapened. Holding high the banner of
ons to bomb and massacre the unity of the Party's Ninth National
Vietnamese people. Numerous facts
Congress, the Chinese people
showed that U.S. imperialism and
throughout the country are
Soviet revisionist social-imperial- now striving for sti1l greater vicism were jackals from the same lair
tories. The Vietnamese people rnay
and they were the most dangerous rest assured that so long as they
enemies of the people the world
carry on their war against U.S. agover.
gression and for national saivation
Vice-Premier Li Hsien-nien said: the 700 million Chinese pecple will
President Ho Chi Minh, the great do everything within their power to
leader of the -Vietnam'ese people, resolutely support them ti1l fina
solemnly declared: "We Vietnameso victory.
Peking Reuieu;, No.
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fields so as to win still bigger vic-

ROUND THE \MORLD

tories.

SowCk l(lol,leant Stttclemts
A'alee On l?ak .Iatng

Laotian Patriotie Arrnod
Fsrees and Peoltle Seore
Splendid IDng Sea,son
Viatories

Ei Cliqae
Rallies and de,monstrations
fostered bandit "special forces," in strongly protesting the dictatorial
particular, suffered a fatal b1ow, and reacfionary rule of the Pak
the Vientiane clique. The

U.S.-

with more than 7,000 of their men Jung Hi clique were staged recently
put out of action. Meanwhile, many by university and middle-school
The Laotian patriotic armed forces important bases of the "special students in Seoul, Taegu, Inchon,
and people won splendid victories in forces," such as Na Khang and Sam and other cities in south Korea.
the November 1968 to June 1g69 dry Soc, were destroyed.
Ruthless oppression and exploitaseason, according to a communique
tion of the broad masses during the
The people rose up in struggle in last few years by the reactionary
issued recently by the Supreme
Command of the Laotian People,s many places in the enemy's rear U.S.-Pak clique has turned south
areas, frustrating schemes to keep Korea into a living hell. South
Liberation Army.
them ln concentration camps or to Korea's people and students have
After bringing many more U.S., force young men to become eannonconstantly waged various forms of
Thai and Saigon - "advisers" and fodder. They
helped the patriotic rnass struggles to oppose the U.S.military personnel and large quanforces penetrate deep into the Pak clique's fascist rule and have
tities of weapons and materiel armed
enemy's rear to raid airfields and struck the cli.que heavy blorvs.
to Laos and throwing large numbers
logistics bases and to destroy comFaithful lackey of U.S. imperialof Rightist troops into battle, munications
and supply lines, inflict- ism, Pak Jung Hi illegally decided
U.S. imperialism, in a futile effort
recently to revise the "constitution"
to get out of its passive position, ing heavy losses on the enemy,
before his term of office ends in 1971.
mounted massive attacks on the
The Laotian patriotic armed forces
liberated areas at the beginning of and people have frustrated the U.S. He is trying to continue as "presthe dry season. At the same time, imperialist air raids. During the dry ident" for a third term. (As stipuU.S. air raids r:r,ere intensiJied more season. thel- brought dorrn or des- lated by the "constitution" framed
than ever before. In enemy-occupied troyed on the ground nearll- four by the clique itself, no "president"
is permitted to hold office a tbird
areas, the enemy feverishly carried times as many enemy atcraft as in
term--Ed-) Ihe pulpce of Pak's
out its "pacification" programme, the previous dry season, or 4b planes move
is to prop up his reactionar5r
thro'vi,ing people into disguised con- more than in all of 1968.
rule
and continue to oppress and
centration camps, and forcing young
Despite their heavy defeats, the enslave the south Ksrean people even
men into the puppet army.
U.S. imperialists are still very ob- more ruthlessly.
However, all these sinister enerhy durate. In a vain attempt to realize
This criminal action has only
plans were scotched. From Upper their sinister scheme of
further
antagonized the student
aggression
to Lower Laos, the Laotian patriolic against Laos, they are planning
masses who refuse to endure such
new
armed forces and people achieved and even more reckless
tyranny any longer. Thus theyhave
military
victories on all battlefields. In this adventures.
risen in one heroic struggle after
period, according to preliminary
another.
statistics, the Laotian People's LiberThe communique called on the
Beginning from June 12, 400 stuation Army, in co-ordination with Laotian patriotic armed forces and dents of the Law Faculty of Seoul
the patriotic neutralist armed forces, people to further raise their vigiheld a number of protest
put out of action nearly 12,000 lance, see through the br-utal, cunning University
rallies. Their just action won warm
enemy troops, captured 2,000 weap- and stubbom natur-e
U.S. impe- support and response from students
ons of various kinds, destroy- rialism and its lackeys,ofdeepen
their in the city's other universities.
ed or seized 103 military vehicles, hatred for the enemy,
brave all difIn Seoul alone, 7,000 students
brought down or wrecked on the
ficulties
and
hardships,
and
advance
from
seven universities took part in
ground 284 U.S. aircraft, blew up 2g
dauntlessly
to
resolutely
meetings
and demonstrations against
smash
all
bridges and captured or destroyed
enemy's
the
military
the
Pak
Jung Hi clique on July
adventures.
it
a large quantity of arms and other
1.
The
reactionary
called
on
south Korean
them
to
fight
fiercely
materiel.

without let-up on all battlefields, authorities admitted that 33,200
of ac- and give the enemy no respite and students had participated in demtion were many U.S., Thai and no time to consolidate his forces and, onstrations up to July 4.
Among those knocked out

Saigon military personnel and many
ranking officers and armed spies of
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at the same tirhe, to do their best to
On July 7, more than 3,500 dauntbuild up their own forces in all less university students in Seoul
29

again took to the streets to protest the Pak Jung Hi cligue's scheme
to amend the "constitution." The
struggle is spreading from Seoul to
Taegu, Inchon and other cities.
The south Korean students' valiant str-uggle has thrown the Pak
Jung Hi clique into turmoil.
In the past few days, it frantically called out large numbers of police to put down the students. Even
helicopters were ordered into
action. Poliee cars sent by the puppet regime violently eharged into
the ranks of the student demonstrators. Baton-swinging police hurled
tear-gas bombs and savagely clubbed the demonstrating students. A
great number of the students were
arrested. The Pak Jung Hi authorities conceded that 576 students had
been arrested by July 4. To sabotage the student struggle, the south

Korean puppet authorities also
used the gimmick of beginning the

summer vacation earlier than usual,
postponing examinations. dosing

scne sch.ools, end so forth-

The south Korean students, however, are not frightened. by the
U.S.-Pak Jung Hi clique's violent
suppression, nor are they deceived
by its flim*f1am. Using stones as
lveapon in their courageous battle
against the reactionary police, they
are replying to savage fascist suppression with violence. The stru-ggle

in south Korea

goes on.

IEoekefellen Gets tho Baat
Doorgtohere
Nelson Rockefeller, representative
of U.S. monopoly capital and a multibiliionaire with huge'investments in

Latin America, was sent by U.S.
imperialist boss Nixon on a mission
to Latin America from May Ll to
July 6. His job was to find "a way
out" for U.S. imperialism which has
run into a blind alley south of the
Rio Grande. But Rockefeller's "visit"
has roused the Latin American

people to greater hatred for U.S.
imperialism and touched off a new
violent anti-U.S. storm. "God of
plague" Rockefeller found himself
besieged by millions of people in
Latin Ameriea. He looked like a rat

running across the street
30

\Mith

everyone yelling, "Kill
wherever he went.

it!" !'Kill it!"

The itinerary of this

remained there for only one daY and
scrammed the next.

"special

In countries where

Pro-U'S'

envoy" of the U.S. President includ- military dictatorships rule rvith an
ed "visits" to as many as 23 iron hand, the peoptre defied the
Latin American countries. He repression by the reactionary authortook a big entou{'age along. The ities and held anti-U.S. demonstrapen!.up anger of the broad masses tions under extremely trying condiof the people surfaced, and three tions. In Brazil, the peoPle hung
host countries were compelled to a huge streamer inscribed "Dowrt
publicly decline or cancel his "visit." with Rocl<efe1ler!" in a Rio de
Rockefeller cut a miserable figure Janeiro street before his arrival.
during his "visit" to the other Angry Brazilians stormed branches
countries. Again and again, he had of the infamous First National City
to delay his trips or cut short his Bank of New York and the Chase
stay. He didn't even dare to show Manhattan Bank, which is owned bY
his face in the capital of. some host the Rockefeller family. They attacked
ccuntries, confining himself to an buildings of American firms in Sao
airport or some secluded spot for Paulo with home-made bombs. In
"talks" with their leaders. This was Paraguay, too, the PeoPl,e came out
indeed a uniqLle experience. Nothing in anti-U.S. demonstrations. At the
like this had ever happened before very beginning of his Latin American
to American presidents or Amer- tcur-, Rockeleller was slapped in the
ica"n presidential "emissaries" in face by the people of Central Amertheir "visits" to Latin America. It ica. His presence touched off antispeaks volumes about *Ie position U.S. demonstrations in EI Salvador,
of U.S. irnperialism in I-a.tn Ar:rerica Honduras and Nicaragua. The Peorrhich has serioul5 Ce:eriorated and ple of Honduras continued their
sho*-s that the go:ng is getiing struggle e!€n after Rockefeller's
departure. They r,vere very angry
tougher and tougher.
the killing of a student demIn Colombia, Ecuddor and Eolivia, about
an outrageous crime
onstrator,
anti-U.S. demonstrations broke out
the reactionarY auby
committed
at every turn. The people angrily thorities. They lvere particularly
drove Rockefeller away.
ineensed by Rockefeller's hypocritIn Argentina, $'here the struggle ical and despicable offer of 400
against U.S. imperialism and the doilars for a "scholarshipl'to "honour
dictatorship is rising to a new peak, the memory" of the murdered
workers and students jointly held a student. In{ur.iated. they v;aged their'
mighty demonstration and a general anti-U.S. struggle on a still bigger
strike to "greet" the Ameriean "God scale. The protesting students
of p)ague," The reactionary author- shouted: "The bl.ood of Hondurans
ities in Buenos Aires ca11ed out cannot be bought!"
more than 15,000 policemen to
The people's anti-U.S. struggle
suppress the demonstrators when
strong pressure on the govexerted
Rockefeller arrived on June 29. But
of some Latin American
ernments
even so he was afraid to drive to
They had to announce
countries.
downtown districts frora the suburnot receive Rockefelcould
they
that
plane
ban airport and took another
to an airport in the city. From there ler, slamming the door in the face of
o'special envoy" of U.S. imperialhe drove to his lodgings in a bullet- this
proof car escorted by hordes of ism. On May 23, Peru took the lead
in declaring Rockefeller's visit as
troops and poliee.
In Uruguay, Rockefeller was so "inopportune." Then Venezuela and
scared by the anti-U.S. demonstra- Chile announced their cancellation of
tions that he didn't dare to go to the Rockefeller's "visit."
The stiring and vigorous anti-U.S.
capital city Montevideo. Instead, he
stealthily put in an appearance at struggle of the Latin American peoPunta del Este B0 miles from the ple rolled on rvith strikingly powercapital. Protected by massive troops, ful slogans aimed at U.S. imperialism.
polie and secret service agents, he It was a coneentrated manifestation
Peking Retsiew, No.
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July 6. The furious anti-U.S. tem- of the working people. This has
pest that swept across the Latin made life for the Italian people more
American continent has boosted the difficult and has brought about
morale of the Latin American peopl.e sharpening class contradictions in
he r,vas greeted with posters of "Down and deflated the arrogance of U.S. the country. Reports put the total
with U.S. imperialism!" "IJ.S. as- imperialism. It shows eloquently number of unemployed and semisassin, get out!" and "Rockefeller, go that it is not U.S. imperialism, now empioyed in Italy today at rnore than
home!" and roaring slogans of "Dorvn in a great pr'edicament and difficulty three miliion. The peasants and peowith U.S. imperialist exploiters!" both at home -and abroad, but the ple in the economically backward i'eLatin American people who are real- gions in the south are in a still more
and "U.S. dogs, get out!"
miserable plight. This situation has
With inveterate hai;red for U.S. ly powerful.
prompted the vigorous growth of
monopoly capital, the Latin Amerithe llalian people's struggle.
Gooornrnewt
can people valiantly attacked. blerv Itala's Burnot
Ottt
The Italian people's valiant strugup and set fire to many U.S. finangle has dealt hammer blorvs at the
cial, trading anci c'.rltural establishAfter less than seven months in reactionary rule of monopoLy capital
ments rvhich were operated for the
power'.
Itall-'s gor.ernment of NIa- rvhose counter-revolutionary dual
purpose of sucking their blood, stealfell some time ago. This tactics of deception and. suppression
riano
Rumor
ing their wealth and sapping their
place
took
at
a time when Italy's in dealing with the people have befighting spirit. In just a fern, days,

of the Lati.n American

people's deep
resentment against this No. 1 eriemy
of the world's people. Wherever
arch bloodsucker Rockefeller went,

in Argentina raiCed and des- politicai and econorni.c crisis had been come less and less effective. This has
troyed scores of such finaacial and steadily sharpening and mass strug- thrown Italian ruling circles into a
panic. The Italian revisionist clique
trading'establishments, including gles vigorously in the ascendant.
parties

peopie

more than 10 super-markets olvned
by the Rockefeller fa'mily. Pecple
in Santo Domingo, capiial of the
Dominican Republic, stormeC anC
wrecked the local branches of the
U.S. Esso Standard and Shell Oil
Companies and the Chase Manhattan
Bank and the headquarters of the
American "peace corps" in that country. Demonst"rators in many countries attacked or bombed local U.S.
"cultural centres."
The unpleasant and harassing reception given the U.S. imperialist
"special envoy" during his Latin
American "tour" has greatly shocked
the U.S. ruling circles and confounded the U.S. b.ourgeois press. A
general feeling of dejection and apprehensicn about the tour filled

With Italy's ruling bourgeois
in a state of disintegration, chaos now
reigns in that country's political life.
Formed by the 'Cht'istian Democrat Party, the United Socialist Party

has taken this opportunity to express
its readiness to serve the ruling cir-

cles and is trying its utmost to get
into the Italian Government. Squabbles have broken out in the past few
mnnths within the Christian Democrat Party and the United Socialist
Party, the main ruling parties in lta1y, around the question of how to put

and the Repubiican Party, the Rumor
government stepped down on July
5 as a result of the split in the United
Socialist Party and the resignation of
its fou;' cabinet mi.nisters. Three down the people's rerzolutionary
Italian gcvernments ha're collapsed struggie and maintain n:onopoly
in the shclt space cf 13 months. Aldo capitalist class reacticnary rule.
Il!cro's sc-caiiei ''Left Centre Gor,- Sorne stood for maki;:rg further
ernmeni'' formed by the Christian use of the Italian revisionists to sabDemocrat Party. the Socialist Party, otage the surging peopie's ::evoluthe Social-Democratic Party and tionary movement, rvhile others rvere
the Republican Party succumbed against this. Thus, whether to "coto the storm of the revoiutionary operate" with the Italian revisionist
mass movement in June last year. clique has become a bone of contenMoro r,vas succeeded by Giovanni tion within the ruling parties. Their
the pages of U.S. papers and Leone who put together a transitional disputes have accelerated the disinmagazines. Some cried out in government of the Christian Dem- tegration of the ruling clique, led
alarm that the "visil" uras a "dis- ocrat Party, but this lasted less directly to an open spiit in the United
aster" and a "disneal failure," for it tha"n six months. The Rumor ad- Socialist Party and forced the res"has caused an eruption of just about ministration, known as a "Centre Left ignation of the 6-month-c1d Rurnor
all the grievances Latin Americans Coaiition Government," has been government.
hold against the United States." r,volobling precariously ever since
In the face of the numerous diffiOthers deplored the fact that the tour it took over mid.December 1968. The culties and heipless predicament of
had brought "humiliation" to the downfali of Itaiian governments in the monopoly capitalist class, some
U.S. Government and grumbled that quick suecession is eloquent proof of officials of the major Italian ruling
the mission should not have been the deepening of the general crisis parties are deepiy woried. They
sent at all. Even Rockefeller himself of capitalism, the growing instability particularly fear that calamity-ridden
had to admit that "feelings in Latin of monopoly capitalist class reac- south Italy may turn into "a big
America are very strong and there is tionary rule and the fluid and por,vder-keg" that lvill blow up the
evidence of popular support for these lvorsening situation in Western existing system in Italy. The Italian
Europe.
bourgeois press has cried out in
demonstratlons."
In the last few years, the Italian alarm that Italy is facing the ''most
So his travels in Latin Ameriea
came to an end. Rockefeller gloomi- monopoly capitalist class has inten* perilous" crisis since the end of
ly returned to the United States on sified its exploitation and fleecing lVorld War II.
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(Conti,nued.
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hooCwink the Japanese people into following them in
again taking Tojo's old road. In the face of the steadily
surging movement of the brobd Japanese masses against
the U.S. and Japanese reactionaries, policy of aggression
and war, the Japanese militarist forces are plotting a
series of ."wartime legislations', to step up their fascist

suppression of the Japanese people.

The great leader Chairman Mao has pointed out:
'TVe are now in a great new era of world revolution.,,
The days are gone for ever when imperialism could
arbitrarily commit aggression against and tyrannize the
people of various countries. The daiiy mounting revolu-

tionary armed struggle of the people in various Asian
countries has delivered a telling blow to the U.S. imperialist policy of aggression and war in this region. E]
The Japanese militarists are even weaker than their JE.
U,S. master. The frantic attempt of the reactionary *
x.
Sato government to set out on the beaten path of Tojo l,hin collusion \ rith U.S. imperialism and Soviet revision- n,
ism will never be tolerated by the awakening Japanese =
+
people and the people of various countries in Asia who
have deeply suffered from Japanese aggression. So $fl
Iong as the Japanese people, the other people of Asia
and the rest of the world stand together, the whole pack L
of U.S. imperialists, Soviet revisionists and Japanese
+
reactionaries will be sent to their graves.
+
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